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Thank you for purchasing the PMU MASTER Software Package.
In order for effective use of this software, please read this operational manual to the end.

NOTE

��� LG has the sole industrial property rights for this product.

��� This software and/or operating manual may not be partially or fully copied without authorized
permission from LG.

��� LG cannot be held responsible for any consequences resulting from the use of the manual and/or
product.

��� The information recorded in this operational manual may change without prior notice due to product
upgrade.

“The product standards for this product may change due to functional upgrade without prior notice.”
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1-1. System Requirements for PMU MASTER Installation

PMU MASTER Software is designed to operate on IBM compatible PC.
To minimize complications while using this product, please refer to the “Operational Standards” chart below.

ITEM OPERATIONAL STANDARDS
User’s Standard Use IBM PC Compatible Computer (above 386DX level)

- Above 486 DX2/50 Recommended
Memory Above 4 MB

- Above 8 MB
FDD One 3.5 inch drive
HDD More than 10 MB availability

- not the total size of the hard disk
Serial Port One port for Mouse use

One other Communication Port (For data transmission to PMU)
Graphic adapter
and monitor

Above S-VGA
(Above 256 Colors Recommended)

Key board PS/2 Type(101 Keys)
Mouse Mouse for Windows Use
Printer Printer for Windows Use
Recommended user
environment

Smooth operation in user environments
above MS-Windows 3.1, Windows 95

Note:
�� PMU MASTER Software may not operate under different standards other than the above
  specified “Operational Standards.”
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1-2. Cable Standards for Communications with PMU Series

To ensure communication between PMU Master Software and PMU Series, please connect the ports as below:

PMU Communication Support Functions
•  Project Up/Down Loading Function
•  Link File Up/Down Loading Function
•  Com. Port Selection
•  Alarm File Up/Down Loading Function (PMU-200/300/600)
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1-3. Installing PMU MASTER

1-3-1 PMU Master Installation

#1. Check Contents of PMU MASTER Software Package
     1) PMU MASTER

•  PMU MASTER Software Operational Manual
•  Two 3.5 inch Diskettes
•  One Communication Cable(9:6, 5M)

#2. PMU MASTER Software Installation Method
1) Run Windows 3.1 or Windows 95

   2) Insert the “3.5 inch diskette” from the PMU MASTER Software Package into A:(or B:).
   3) Open the BASIC PROGRAM GROUP in Windows and Run FILE MANAGER.

    Or, Open Explorer and Select A: (or B: ) Drive.
   4) With the mouse, click the drive icon that the “Setup Diskette” is inserted in.
   5) Double click “Setup.exe” from the file directory.
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  Input the directory name of PMU MASTER you wish to install
 ( If not specified, “C:\PMU3” directory will be created.)
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    6) Upon completion of Installation, “PMU MASTER” Group will appear in Windows.

The 6 icons below will appear in the Group.
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1-4. PMU MASTER Structure

This Software Package runs on multi-tasking Windows system, and is composed of 7 function editor and selection
keys.

PMU-200/300
PMU-600

*.Prj Transfer

Project Manager (* .Prj)

Main Screen Editor (*.Scr)

Symbol Editor (*.Sym)

Message Editor (*.Msg)

Alarm Editor (*.Alm)

Link Editor (*.Lnk)Sub-screen Editor (*.Sub)
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1-5. PMU MASTER Creation Method

PMU MASTER Software allows the user to run PROJECT FILE by grouping Main/Sub Screen,
Symbol/Message/Alarm, etc. functions into one.

! Project File is saved as “*.prj” and includes the type of PMU used for the project as well as the user’s Main/sub
screen, symbol/message/alarm, etc. and information on the name of the created file.

! Please refer to the PMU MASTER Creation Method flow chart below.

PMU main Unit (PMU200,300, PMU600)
PMU Run User Program (*.prj)

- *.scr/*.sub/*.sym/*.msg/*.alm

��� Send from Project Manager to the main machine
1)*.scr/*.sub/*.sym/*.msg/*.alm --> creates *.prj file

     2) Transfer to PMU Series

���������	
�����������	��������

��� Can be tested in Screen Edit

      1) Simulation

��� Create and Edit in Screen Edit

��� Main Screen

��� Sub Screen

4.   Create and Edit in Alarm Edit

3.   Create and Edit in Message Edit

2.   Create and Edit in Symbol Edit

1.   Design Screen

	
�

No

Note) To transfer edited screens to main machine the user should create project file.
    The Project file may include .scr/sub/*.sym/*msg or *.alm files
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     [ *.Prj Transfer ]

PMU-200/300

PMU-600
Project Manager

[ *.Prj ]

Main Screen Editor

[ *. Scr ]

Symbol Editor

[ *.Sym ]

Message Editor

[ *.Msg ]

Alarm Editor

[ *.Alm ]

Link Editor

[ *.Lnk ]

Sub Screen Editor

[ *.Sub ]
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2-1. PMU Series System Structure and Equipment Summery

2-1-1. System Structure

PMU-MASTER PC (IBM-PC/AT Compatible)    Printer

PMU - 600

PMU - 200

PMU - 300
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2-1-2.  System Structure Equipment Summary
  Type Option module                      CONTENTS

PMO-200S

Serial Communication Module

Option Module for Serial Communication Function of PMU200 Series

   

   

  PMU-200

  Series

PMO-200D

DLU Communication Module

Option Module for DLU Communication Function of PMU200 Series

PMO-300S

Serial Communication Module

Option Module for Serial Communication Function of PMU300

PMU-300ET

PMU-300BT

PMU-300LT

PMO-300D

DLU Communication Module

Option Module for DLU Communication Function of PMU300

PMO-600S

Serial Communication Module

Option Module for Serial Communication Function of PMU560

PMO-600D

DLU Communication Module

Option Module for Serial Communication Function for PMU600

PMO-600F

Fnet Communication Module

Option Module for Fnet Communication Function of PMU600

PMU-600TT

PMU-600CT

PMU-600ET

PMO-600T

T-LINK Communication Module

Option Module for T-LINK Communication Function of PMU600 Series

PMU

MASTER

Package     ■ Communication Cable(PMU <-> PC)

            ■ 3.5 Inch Diskette (PMU MASTER Software)

            ■ PMU MASTER Software Operational Manual  PMU

Supplements

PMC-650S 5m Communication Cable for PMU MASTER (PMU Series <--> PC)
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2-2. PMU MASTER Screen Menu and Contents

2-2-1. Project Manager
 Project Manager has a function that groups the main screen (*.scr), sub screen (*.sub),

       message (*.msg), alarm (*.alm), link (*.lnk) files into one file (*.prj) and down loads the file

       to the main machine.  (It also has the Up Load function to the PC)

Key

A:  Beginning, when both the Screen Editor and the Project File Windows is not opened.

B:  When Screen Editor Windows is opened and the focus is on Screen Editor.

C:  When the project file window is opened and the focus is on the Project file window.

    MENU                           MENU CONTENTS

File  A:  Open Screen Editor, Open Project File, Exit,  Change PMU Type

 B:  Open Screen Editor, Open Project File,  Create project file, Exit, Change PMU Type

C:  Open Screen Editor, Open Project File, Save as…, Extract Project File, Exit

    Change PMU Type

Edit  B:  Select File, Select All, Undo, Cancel All, Add File

C:  Delete File, Add File

View  B:  View File, File Information, Refresh

C:  View Project File, Project File Information

Communication  A:  Receive Project File, Send Link File, Send Link File, Receive alarm file

     Select Communication Port

 B:  Receive Project File, Send Link File, Send Link File, Receive alarm file

     Select Communication Port

C:  Send Project File, Receive Project File, Send Link File, Receive Link File,

    Receive alarm file, Select Communication Port

Edit Select Screen, Symbol, Message, Alarm Editors and Link Editor

Window Cascade, Tile, Arrange Icon, Close All

Help Help Related to the Corresponding Menu and Functions
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  2-2-2. Screen Editor
    While PMU is in operation, the function allows user to create and edit the main screen, and call the

    Sub-screen to create and edit. The screen editor allows user to create and edit the main screen and

    call sub-screen.

     MENU                   MENU CONTENTS

File New File, Open, Save, Save as…, Print, Exit

Draw

(Main/Sub Screen)

Line, Polyline, Rectangle, Circle, Oval, Painted Rectangle, Arc, Pie, Paint, Text, Clock, Call

Sub Screen, Call Symbol,

Edit

Undo, Copy, Delete, Delete All, Change Attribute, Redraw, Modify Text, Bring to forth, Send

to back, Copy onto Clipboard, Paste onto Clipboard, Align, Grid,

Show Name

Tag Edit Change, Delete, Move, Copy

Tag Enter

PMU-200 Series

     -Main Screen: Numeric, Symbol, Auxiliary, Level Graph, Buffer Write,

                Message, Lamp, Delay, Operation, Function Key,

                Comments display

     -Sub Screen:  Key Display

PMU-300 Series

     -Main Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Auxiliary, Window,

Symbol, Block, Delay, Operation, Message, Precision Adjust, Move, Territory Move, Pie

Graph, Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String (With the Exception of Key

and Key Display Tag)

     -Sub Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Delay, Precision Adjust,

Pie Graph, Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String, Key, Key Display (With

the Exception of Auxiliary, Symbol, Move, Territory Move, Window Tag)
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     MENU                      MENU CONTENTS

Tag Enter

PMU-600 Series

    -Main Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Auxiliary, Window,

Symbol, Block, Delay, Operation, Message, Precision Adjust, Move, Territory Move, Pie

Graph, Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String (With the Exception of Key

and Key Indicator Tag)

    -Sub Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Delay, Operation,

Precision Adjust, Pie Graph, Statistical Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String, Key,

Key Display (With the Exception of Auxiliary, Symbol, Move, Territory Move, Window Tag)

Other Sub Screen Editor, Tag List, Screen List, Simulation, Project Manager, Symbol Editor, Alarm

Editor, Message Editor, Link Editor

2-2-3. Message Editor
  It has the function of creating and editing the message file that has the characters when in operation.

      MENU                      MENU CONTENTS

File New File, Open, Save as …, Print, Exit

Edit Add , Modify, Delete, Cancel Selection

Search Search Number, Search String, Continue

2-2-4. Symbol Editor
  It has the function of creating and editing symbols used in the standard bit map data.

     MENU                     MENU CONTENTS

File New File, Open, Save, Save as…, Print, Exit

Draw Pen, Line, Rectangle, Painted Rectangle, Oval, Painted Oval, Eraser

Edit Undo, Move, Copy, Reverse

Adjust Screen Delete All, Color All, Reverse All, Open Bitmap File

Zoom Screen Zoom In, Zoom Out
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2-2-5. Alarm Editor
    It has the function of creating and editing the alarm message that appears as alarm conditions on

    screen when in operation.

       MENU                      MENU CONTENTS

File New File, Open File, Save, Save as ..., Print, Exit

Edit Add , Modify, Delete, Select   

Search Search Number, Search String, Continue

2-2-6. Link Editor
  While communicating with the PLC, it has the function of selecting the communication method

  and communication related parameters.

     MENU                         MENU CONTENTS

File Open, Save, Save as ..., Exit

Link Select

PMU-200/300

  Serial Link, Data Link, and User defined

  

PMU-600

 Serial Link, Data Link, GLOFA Fnet, T-Link, and Non-protocol, 1:N Local,

 1:N Master
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•  Create a file to run on PMU-200/300/600

Manager Project file is designed as one file to allow the user to send various screens to the

main machine.

•  The created Project File can be sent and received from the main machine.

•  A Project File received from the main machine and the originally created project file are copied as individual files.

•  All Editor Tools can run in Project Manager(Main screen, sub-screen, symbol, message, alarm, link select).

  

When Project Manager is run, the following window will appear on your screen, select the desired function.
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•  Create Project File Create a new project file

•  Open Project File Open an existing project file

•  Send Project File Send the created project file to the main machine

 (PMU-200/300/600)

•  Receive Project File Receiving screen data from the main machine’s memory and saving it on your PC

as a project file

•  Send Link File Send the link selected data created in Link Select to the main machine

•  Receive Link File Reading link selected data saved in the main machine and saving it on your PC

•  Receive Alarm File Receiving the Alarm List File saved in the main machine and saving it on your PC
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- The same menu functions can be operated by clicking the buttons at the bottom of the screen with your mouse.

See picture below.

Screen Edit Window (Select/Edit File Window)

Project Manager - Main Menu

Main Function Buttons for user’s convenience

��������	
����
�������������	
������	
����������

 Note:
 Project Manager is configured as a multi-document interface.  Edit Screen window and Project File
 window is managed with child window.  However, the two windows can only be operated within
 Project Manager.

 Edit Screen is used to select a project directory and create a project file.
 The Project File Window shows the content of the selected project file.

Project File Window(Files included in Project File)

Selected files for Project files
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3-1. File (F)

The File Menu differs depending on whether the Edit Screen window or the Project File window is opened.

From the Picture

From the Picture

From the Picture

Note

What is Edit Screen?

The window that shows the created data list from editing tools.  You can select the files to

send to the main machine.

� ���
�����������������������������
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�������
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What is a Project File?

In order to send the created screen data to the main machine PMU-200/300/600,

 it creates one file in the format commanded by the main machine.

 This extended Project File is referred to as file extension PRJ.

3-1-1. Change PMU Type

Select your PMU type from the following menu.  Make sure that your selection is correct, since there is a difference

in screen size, tag type for each PMU-200, PMU-300, PMU-600.

Your selection will determine the type of the created project file.

- Run Project Manager

- Select “File(F)”

 Select  “Change PMU Type”

  After selecting the type to be created, run the following function.
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3-1-2 Open Edit Screen

This is the menu that indicates the created screen, message, alarm, and link files.  It is fundamentally only possible

to work on a project when the file is within one directory.  Thus, the files related to the project must exist within one

directory (Project Directory).

- Run Project Manager

- “Select File(F) --> Open Edit Screen”

              Select “OK”

              Select “OK”

�� ������

"�����#����$
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Indicates the files in the selected directory

3-1-3. Open Project File

This function allows you to call open the already created project file extension “*.prj” file.

- Run Project Manager

- Select “File(F) --> Open Project File”

��������	
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Select the needed Project File

i.e.) Select “1.prj --> OK”

When Project File is selected, it indicates the files contained in *.prj.


  e.) Indicates the files contained in 1.prj
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3-1-4. Make Project File

This function is selected when a Project File is created by selecting files from Edit Screen to send to the main

machine.

The extension for Project File is “prj”.

Run 3.1.1 “Open Edit Screen”

- Select the files to be contained in the Project File


  e.) 1. Select the files using the “ctrl and shift” keys and mouse

2. Select by using the “Edit(E)” menu.

- Run “Edit (E) --> File Select (S)”
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Run “File(F) --> Make Project File(M)”

Insert the File Name where *.prj is shown on the menu

Select  “OK”

��������	


��������	
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3-1-5. Save as …

This menu allows you to edit the elements of an already created project file and save it under a name that is different

from the existing Project File.

However, this menu can only be selected when the Project File Window exists.

Select “Run 3.1.2 Make Project File --> File --> Open Project File”

Select “*.prj” file   i.e.) line1.prj
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Run “File(F) ! Save as …(A)”

Enter File Name where *.prj is shown on the menu


  e.) Enter line2.PRJ

Select “OK”

��������	
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               Project File is saved and is shown as “line2.PRJ”

3-1-6. Extract Project File

This function Extracts and restores the selected Project file into individual files.  However, the selection of this menu

is only possible when Project File Window exists and a new Project Directory must be selected to save the files.

- Open 2.1.2 Project File

- Run “File(F) --> Extract Project File(S)”

Select Extract Project File Directory

i.e.) Click “TEST” twice with mouse --> Select “OK”

��������	
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A question appears to run the function

Select “OK”

- Select “OK(Y)” and it will run as individual units

- Select “All(A)” and it will run all at one time.

"%!��&

Note:
& � As shown in NOTE 1., when the same file exists in the designated directory, the question
    of whether you wish to replace the existing file with the new one appears.

Yes(Y): Run the Replace function
All(A): Ignore the existing file and Run the Replace function

%'�(� )����

%'�(� )����*���*� "��"�
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3-1-7. Exit

Exits the Project Manager

- Run Project Manager

- OR, after you have completed the necessary work

Exits the Project Manager
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3-2. Edit

The Edit menu allows you to add or delete already created data files in order to create

a Project File.

Picture Below

The following menu appears when Open Edit Screen is selected.

Picture Below

The following menu appears when both Project File Screen and Open Edit Screen are selected.

Picture Below

“Delete File” appears only when Project File Screen is opened.
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3-2-1.  Select File
This menu allows you to select files from the left side of the Edit Screen to add to the

Project File.  The selected files appear on the right side of the Edit Screen.

Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Select the files to be included in the Project File

i.e.) 1. Select the files with “Ctrl or Shift” keys and the mouse

2. Select the “Edit (E)” menu

- Run “Edit(E) --> Select File (S)”
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3-2-2. Select All

It is the menu that selects all data from the Edit Screen.  To run this menu, all the files on the left side appears on

the right side.

         Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

    Run “Edit (E) --> Select All(T)”
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3-2-3. Select Cancel

Removes the files on the right side of Project File that were selected from Edit Screen.

Run “3.2.1 Select”

Select the files not needed

                    Run “Edit(E) --> Select Cancel (U)”

+����������	
���

,����������	
���
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3-2-4. Cancel All

Removes all the files from the right side of the Edit Screen.

 Run “3.2.1 Select ”

Run “Edit (E) --> Cancel All (C )”

-����������	
���
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3-2-5. Add File

Adds the selected files from the Edit Screen to the Project File.  This function only runs when the Edit Screen and

Project File Windows are opened.

- Run “3.2.1 Select ”

- Run “3.1.3 Open Project File”  OR Run “3.1.4 Create Project File”

(Edit Screen and Project File screen all must be opened.)

Run “Edit(E) --> Add (A)”

  - Select “Y, A, N” in accordance with the indicated file number..

%'�(� )����
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3-2-6. Delete File

Deletes the selected files from the Project File.

Run “3.1.3 Open Project File”

OR Run “3.1.4 Create Project File

Run “Edit(E) --> Delete File(D)”

Select “Y, A, N” in accordance with the indicated file number

&�����������
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3-3. View

This menu allows you to view the file type and description indicated in the Edit Screen and Project File windows.

Picture Below

This menu appears when Edit Screen window is opened.

Picture Below

This menu appears when Project File window is opened.
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3-3-1.  View File
This menu allows you to view the file type and file description when Edit Screen is selected.

When File Description Item is selected, the file size and sub-description appears.

When the Sort item is selected, the file names are organized in alphabetical order.

Run “3.1.1 Open Edit Screen”

Select “View(V) ---> View File(F)”

- File Type Select one of  the following “*.*, *.scr,*.sub, *.sym, *.msg, *. alm,

*.lnk” and in accordance with their

                extension name types.

- File Name File size and File Description appears

- Sort Files appear in alphabetical order

- i.e.) File Type --> *.*

Select File --> (X)

Sort     --> the picture below appears when (X)

                                             is selected
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3-3-2. View Project File
This menu allows you to view the file type and file description in the Project Directory window when the  Edit Screen

window is selected.

When the File Description item is selected, the file size and sub-description appears.

When the Sort Item is selected, the file names are organized in alphabetical order.

Run “3.1.3. Open Project File”

Select “View(V) --> View Project File(F)”

- File Description File size and description appears

- i.e.) File Description --> the picture below appears when (X) is selected
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3-3-3. Project File Information

This menu shows information on the selected Project File.

Project File Information: time, byte size, byte used per page, the number files included

Run “3.1.3 Open Project Screen”

Select “View(V)”

Select “View(V) --> Project File Info(I)”

The maximum size of a Project File is 512Kbytes.

The maximum page number of a Project File is a total of 8 pages and each page

                  is 64Kbytes.
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3-3-4. File Information
This menu shows information on the selected “*.SCR” file.

Picture Below

This menu appears when the files are selected from the Edit Screen.

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Select “*.scr” file


  e.) Select 52.scr

- Select “View(V)”

Select “View(V) --> File Info”

- The Sub/Symbol Screen appears in the selected screen.
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This menu shows information on the selected “*.MSG” file.

Picture Below

This menu appears when Edit Screen is opened and the files are selected.

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Select “*.msg” file


  e.) Select 1.msg

- Select View(V)

Select “View(V) --> File Info(I)”

           - The number of Items in the selected window appears.
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This menu shows the information on the selected “*.SYM” file.

Picture Below

This menu appears when the Edit Screen is opened and the files are selected.

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Select “*.sym” file


  e.) Select 72.sym

- Select “View(V)”

Select “View(V) --> File Info(I)”

- Indicates the “height and width” of the selected window
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This menu shows the information on the selected “*.LNK” file.

Picture Below

This menu appears when the Edit Screen window is opened and the files are selected.

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Select “*.lnk” file

i.e.) Select Serial1.lnk

- Select “View(V)”

Select “View(V) --> File Information(I)”

- “Select Communications” in the selected window
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3-3-5. Refresh
The files from the Project Directory in the Edit Screen Window are displayed again.

This menu is used to renew the contents of the changed directory.

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

i.e.) Select the screen as below

- Select “View(V)”

Select “View(V) --> Refresh( R)”

Refresh the files in Edit Screen

i.e.) When the selected files are re-selected to new files.
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3-4. Communication

This menu allows you to select the serial port and send/receive Project Files (*.PRJ) and Link Files (*.LNK).

Note: When you run the Send/Receive Project Files function, Select “Project Manager -->

 Communication( C) --> Select Serial Port(P)” and pre-set your serial port.

Picture Below

This menu appears when Project File is not opened.

Picture Below

This menu appears when Project File is opened.
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3-4-1. Send Project File
This menu allows you to send selected Project Files to the main machine and indicates the amount of data sent by a

bar graph.

Note: This menu can be used only when the Project File is opened.

- Run “3.1.3 Open Project File”

- Select “Communication (C )”

Select “Communications( C) --> Send Project File (S)”

- Select “Start” to send

                  - When sending is normal, a bar graph indicating the amount of data being

                    sent appears.

 - When files cannot be sent, an error window appear,

                    check an error.
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3-4-2.  Receive Project File
This menu allows you to receive a Project File from the main machine to your computer.

A bar graph indicating the amount of data being sent appears.

Note: The File Name must be specified before the file is received.

- Run “”Project Manager”

- Select “Communication ( C)”

 - Run “Receive Project File (R )”

- Insert “Directory and Project File Name”

- Select “OK”

- Select “Start” to send

- When sending is normal, a bar graph indicating the amount sent appears.

 - When files cannot be sent, the following or other types of an error window appear,

                   check an error.

"�����#���$
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3-4-3. Send Link File
This menu allows you to send the selected Link File to the main machine.  A bar graph indicating the amount of file

data being sent appears.

  - Run “Project Manager”

     - Select “Communication (C )”

              - Run “Send Link File(S)”

- Insert “Directory and Project File Name”

- Select “OK”

- Select “Start” to send

- When sending is normal, a bar graph indicating the amount sent appears.

- When files cannot be sent, the following or other types of an error window appear, check an error.

����	������
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3-4-4.  Receive Link File
This menu allows you to receive the selected Link File from the main machine to your computer.  A bar graph

indicating the amount of file data being sent appears.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Communications (C )”

- Run “Receive Link File(G)”

- Insert “Directory and Project File Name”

- Select “OK”

- Select “Start” to send

- When sending is normal, a bar graph indicating the amount sent appears.

- When files cannot be sent, the following or other types of an error window appear, check

the above “Check When Communication Failure” list.

����	������
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3-4-5. Receive Alarm File(This operation is available in PMU200, 300)
This menu allows you to receive the Alarm File from the main machine to your computer.

A bar graph indicating the amount of file data being sent appears.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Communication (C )”

- Run “Receive Alarm File ”

- Insert “Directory and Project File Name”

- Select “OK”

- Select “Start” to send.

- When sending is normal, a bar graph indicating the amount sent appears.

- When files cannot be sent, the following or other types of an error window

appear, check an error.

����	������
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3-4-6. Select Communications Port
Select the Communications Port for communication with the main machine.

 - Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Communication (C )”

- Run “Select Com. Port (P)”

- Select “▼”

- Select the necessary port from “COM1,2,3,4”

- i.e.) Select COM1

Select “OK”
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3-5. Editing Tools
To change the main/sub-screen, message, symbol, link settings in the Project Manager, open the Editing Tools in the

menu.

3-5-1. Screen Editor (S)
This window is needed to create the main screen and sub-screen.

i.e.) The Window below shows PMU-300 selected as the PMU Type.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Editor(T)”

Select “Editor(T) --> Screen Editor(S)”

- Create Main screen or sub-screen.
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3.5.2 Symbol Editor (Y)
This window is needed to create a Symbol Screen.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Editor(T)”

Select “Editor(T) --> Symbol Editor(Y)”

Create Symbol Screen
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3-5-3. Message Editor (M)

This window is needed to create a Message Screen.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Editor (T)

Select “Editor (T) --> Message Editor (M)”

Create a Message Screen
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3-5-4. Alarm Editor (A)
This window is needed to create an Alarm Screen.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Editor (T)”

Select “Editor (T) --> Alarm Editor (A)”

Create Alarm Screen .
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3-5-5.  Link Editor (L)
This window is needed to create a Link Screen.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Select “Editor (T)”

Select “Editor (T) --> Link Editor (L)

- Create a Link Screen
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3-6. Window (W)
This menu allows you to adjust the arrangement of the Edit Screen and Project File Screen.

3-6-1. Cascade( C)
All the opened screens appear in Cascade.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Run “3.1.3 Open Project File”

Select “Window(W) --> Cascade ( C) ”
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3-6-2. Tile (T)
All the opened screens appear in a Tile.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Run “3.1.2 Edit Screen”

- Run “3.1.3 Open Project File”

Select “Window (W) --> Tile (T)”
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3-6-3. Arrange Icons
All the opened screens are arranged by icons.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Run “3.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Run “3.1.3 Open Project File”

Click on the (1) button below in the Project/Edit Screen window.

(1)

   Select “Window (W) --> Arrange Icons(I)”
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3-6-4. Close All (A)
Closes all the opened windows.

- Run “Project Manager”

- Run “2.1.2 Open Edit Screen”

- Run “2.1.3 Open Project File ”

Select “Window (W) --> Close All (A)”
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■  This software package is to operate the main screen and to create the sub screen.

■  You are able to draw figures such as Straight Lines, Rectangles, Circles, Ovals, Painted Rectangles, Arcs,

Pies and Continuous lines.  (Warning:   There might be a slight difference in what figures you may draw

according to the PMU-Type.)  (See 3-8 Edit Tool)

■  You can register tags to be used in run on the main screen and the sub screen.

  (See 3-4 Tag Insert)

 PMU-200:  11 for main screen and 1 for sub screen

 PMU-300:  20 for main screen and 16 for sub screen

PMU-600:  20 for main screen and 16 for sub screen

■  While creating the main screen, before sending the created screen to the main machine you can do a test run

or Simulation(simulation).

      ■  You may edit the files of the Main Screen ( *.SCR) and Sub Screen ( *.SUB).

When you create a new screen whether it is a Main Screen or Sub Screen, select either ‘Main  Screen’ ,

‘Sub Screen’ from the <Other> menu.

■ The basic three tool boxes are opened at the bottom of the window, and the file name will also appear on the

title bar.

The buttons on the left of the screen are Picture Tools which you can easily select figures or the edit

menu and the tools at the bottom of the screen are Attribute Tools which you can create and establish Line

Type, Pattern Type, and Character Enlargement.

■ The location of the cursor co-ordinates the location of the mouse cursor on the present

      main screen or the sub screen.
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Picture Tool

Attribute Tool                                Cursor Location

                             [PMU-300 Screen Editor Screen]

Screen

Editor

[PMU-200 Screen Editor Screen]

Screen

Editor

Picture

Tool

Attributes Cursor Location

Menu
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                                 [PMU-600 Screen Editor Screen]

4-1. File
Its function is to manage the Main/Sub Screen, which the user is able to Open a New File, Save a File, save as, Print, and

much more.

New (N) �When you choose New File, it allows you to create a new main screen or sub screen.

While creating a new screen, you choose New File, the computer will ask if you would 

like to save.

If you choose “Yes[Y]”, a dialogue box will appear on screen.  If you enter the name, 

(*.scr), the main screen will be saved as “*.scr”.

If you choose “No[N]”, be aware that the data you have been working on may be lost.

Select Editor
Cursor Location

Picture

Tool
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If you choose “Cancel”, the new file menu will be canceled.

�When opening a new file, if the Title Bar indicates Main Screen then you may create a main

screen otherwise, if the Title Bar indicated Sub Screen, you may create a sub screen.

�When changing each Editor mode (main screen Editor/sub screen Editor), you may do this in

the Menu <Other>.

Open (O)      �When you choose Open, you may open a main screen (*.scr) or a sub screen (*.sub) file.

While creating a screen, you choose New File, the computer will ask if you would 

like to save.

If you choose “Yes[Y]”, a dialogue box will appear on screen.  If you enter the name, 

(*.scr), the main screen will be saved as “*.scr”.

If you choose “No[N]”, be aware that the data you have been working on may be lost.

If you choose “Cancel”, the new file menu will be canceled.

Save (S) �Save is the menu which to save the screen being edited.

When you decide to save after choosing New File, the menu ‘Save as’ will appear.  You must

name your file before saving.

If your file is named already, when choosing the Save menu, your file will be saved automatically.

�The screen created under the main screen Editor mode must be saved as a (*.scr) 

     file, where as the screen created under the sub screen Editor mode must be saved

       as a (*.sub) file.

It is impossible to save a main screen under a sub file and a sub screen under a 

main file.  Therefore, before creating a new file, you should check the main/sub

screen

�A file must be saved as a number.

After the file name is saved as a number, the user may write a brief description of the 

file under the “File Description” box.

Once the file has been named, it will be saved automatically.

Save as (A) �When you choose Save as …,  the menu box will be shown where you
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              may change the file name and path before saving.

Be careful that you do not save main screen as (*.SUB) and sub screen as (*.SCR).

    Print (P) �If you choose to print, on the screen the option box will be indicated, which the user 

         may choose screen/tag print and the range of which to print.

Exit �When you choose Exit, you are exiting the screen editor function.

If you choose Exit, while you are creating a file, it will ask if you would like to save.

 If you choose “Yes[Y]”, a dialogue box will appear on screen.  If you enter the name, 

(*.scr), the main screen will be saved as “*.scr”.

If you choose “No[N]”, be aware that the data you have been working on may be lost

If you choose “Cancel”, the new file menu will be canceled.
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4-2. Draw
PMU-200 Screen Edit Draw Menu

From the menu, you may choose many options such as Line, Rectangle, Painted Circle and Oval and   

you may draw different kinds of shapes.

PMU-300 Screen Edit Draw Menu

From the menu, you may choose many options such as Line, Polylines, Rectangle, Arc,

Pie, Paint and draw different kinds of shapes.
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PMU-600 Screen Edit Draw Menu

From the menu you may choose many options such as line, Poly Lines, Rectangle, Arc, Pie,

Paint and draw different kinds of shapes.

     Line �It is the menu to draw a line.

From the place you want to draw a line, click the left mouse button then drag it to the 

place where you want your line to end.

If you want to cancel while drawing, click the right mouse button.

If you want to exit the Line Menu also click the right mouse button.

If you want to choose other kinds of lines click the Line Type button located in the Tool 

Box on the bottom of the screen

     Polyline �It is the menu to draw more than one line. [Only applicable for PMU-300/600.]

                 To draw one line, from the place you want to draw a line, click the left mouse button 

then drag it to the place where you want your line to end.

To draw a continuous line, click the left mouse button.

If you want to cancel while drawing, click the right mouse button.

If you want to exit the Line Menu also click the right mouse button

To choose other kinds of lines click the Tool Box at the bottom of the screen, where you 
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may choose six different kinds of lines.

Polygon       �It is the menu to draw Polygon. [Only applicable for PMU-300-600.]

     To draw one line, from the place you want to draw a line, click the left mouse button 

then drag it to the place where you want your line to end.

To draw a continuous line, click the left mouse button.

If you want to cancel while drawing, click the right mouse button.

If you want to exit the Line Menu also click the right mouse button

If you are done with drawing you may double click the last portion of your line.  This 

will complete the drawing and automatically exit.

When you have completed drawing your lines, double click the last portion of your line.  

It will connect with the beginning of the line to complete a pair of many lines.

                 When complete, it will close.

To choose other kinds of lines click the Tool Box at the bottom of the screen, where you 

may choose six different kinds of lines.

Circle          �It is the menu to draw a circle.

With the mouse, click the screen then drag.  As you drag the mouse, a circle will be

        drawn.  Once satisfied with the size of the circle, click the mouse again and a circle 

        will be completed.

Oval �It is the menu to draw an oval.

Click the mouse button at the beginning of an oval, then drag the mouse to the position 

you want the oval to be drawn.  Once the oval has been drawn, click the mouse again 

and an oval will be drawn.

Painted �It is the menu to draw a painted circle. [Only applicable for PMU-200]

Circle

With the mouse, click the screen then drag.  As you drag the mouse, a circle will be

         drawn.  Once satisfied with the size of the circle, click the mouse again and a circle 

will be completed.

If you would like to Paint the circle black, the Pattern should be in its reverse turn.
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Arc �It is the menu to draw an arc.

The method to draw an arc is to click the mouse button upon the arc’s three points.

First choose each end of an arc and a arc will appear on screen.

Using the mouse, shape the arc into one’s desire.  When you click the mouse button 

again, your arc will be completed.

This screen Editor does not support an oval arc.

Pie �It is the menu to draw a fan shape.

The method to draw a pie is the same as the method to draw an arc.

First select the two end points of the arc, then move the mouse to make the fan shape 

you desire.  If you are satisfied, click the mouse button again.

Rectangle �It is the menu to draw a rectangle.

Click the left mouse button and drag till the size is of your desire.  Once you are 

satisfied with the size, click the button again, then a Rectangle will be completed.

Painted �It is the menu to draw a Painted Rectangle.

Rectangle  You may also draw patterns inside the Rectangle.

The method to draw a painted rectangle is the same as to drawing a non-painted

                 rectangle. To draw a pattern, use the Pattern Tool located at the bottom of the screen.

Paint �It is the menu to paint templates

To paint by pattern, choose the pattern from Paint Tool Box and choose the foreground 

and background color using the left and right mouse button.

 To execute the painting, click the territory of which you wish to paint.  Then, on 

screen, “Paint is being executed” will appear.

Be careful that the territory can only be painted in black.  And it can be registered 

within the territory.

You can not execute the menu Paint for the area that is not black.  Therefore, do not 
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register the cross mark and the grid point in the middle of the sub screen.

Text �It is the menu to insert characters.

To input a character:

 If you click the area in which you wish to insert a character, a menu will appear, 

 where you may enter the character in the blank space.  Once this is done, press 

 “Ok”, then the inserted character will appear.

you can give the character:

 To give your character pattern and doubling, before you click the mouse button 

 choose from the Paint Tool then insert a character for the pattern and volume to be applied.

 You may also designate the pattern by using the menu above, which can be applied to

      the entered character.

For patterns, there are Normal, Blink, Toggle, Reverse, Reverse & Toggle, and for doubling, you

may double up to eight times.

After you have inserted a character and you wish to change the doubling, click the mouse button

to drag the sides in order to change the size of the character.

Clock �It is the menu to indicate the time on the main screen.

You may specify and designate the time on the screen of your desired area.

This is done by clicking the mouse button.

The screen’s foreground and background color will indicate “00:00:00” (hr:min:sec).

You may designate the pattern and size of the clock.

 You can only designate one clock per screen.
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Call �It is the menu to call up the existing creation sub screen into the main screen.

Sub Screen

Click the mouse button at the area you desire then select the sub screen.  Then, the 

        screen will show the sub screen file names.

Next to the file names, the file explanation will be shown.

                 While the screen is being operated, the name will not be shown on the sub screen.

When calling up the sub screen, the area in which you click the mouse button will be the area.

Call �It is the menu to call written up symbols.

Symbol

A menu will appear at the area in which you click the mouse button.

Using this menu, you may call up a symbol.

You may then click the mouse button, which the symbol’s lowest left point will appear at a certain

point.
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4-3. Edit
From the menu, you can edit the Straight Line, Rectangle, Painted circle, Oval, Painted Rectangle

on the screen.

It is the menu to edit characters or figures drawn on the main screen.

The below items are not included in the menu, however they are supported functions in the main screen.Select

         From the Draw mode, if you click the right mouse button you are able to select and 

change to Move mode

From this mode, you can paint the boarder line of Straight Line, Rectangle and Circle,

                 for Rectangle, Arc and Pie you can choose by clicking the left mouse button.

                 Where there is no picture, click the left mouse button and drag then let go.

                 You will be able to select all the drawing in the inside.  If there is a tag you can also

                 choose a tag.

Also while pressing the ‘Ctrl’ key you wish to choose the above actions, you can choose from

many drawings.
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Zoom In After selecting a drawing, a rubber band will be shown.  Drag the mouse, of the

and Out corners, to enlarge and reduce to the size you wish.  For Character, Clock and Symbol, 

you are able to enlarge and reduce by using the Doubling.

Move From the selected drawings, choose one.  By clicking the mouse button you can move 

the drawing and by clicking again, the move will be completed.

While moving, once ‘Show Name’ is selected and Tag is selected you are able to move 

the Tag function.

Undo �You can cancel the following functions:  Draw, Copy, Delete, Move, Delete All, 

Tag Insert, Move Tag, Copy, Delete

Copy �First select a figure, then click the shape you wish to copy.  If you click and drag 

the shape and click again, copy will be completed.

Delete �After selecting a figure, you choose this menu a message asking if you wish to 

delete will appear on screen.  If you select “Ok” the shape will be deleted, if you select 

“Cancel” the shape will not be deleted.

Delete All �If you choose this menu, a message asking you if you wish to delete all will appear 

on screen. If you select “Ok” everything will be deleted and if you select “Cancel” it 

will not be deleted.

Change �Only applicable for PMU-200.

Attribute
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    PMU-200 �It is the menu to change the pattern of the already drawn object or text on screen.

For selecting the Display mode and Attribute.

Replace is when a selected individual is over-drawn above the background and XOR is

                 When the background is exclusive-OR for the selected individual to be drawn.

        Replace         Xor

Blinks when the object or character is in white then changed into black and repeated.

Toggle is when the white character or symbol with its black background is changed

 - white background, black character or symbol.

Reverse is when the black figure or character or symbol is shown as its attribute and

 Reverse & Blink is when the Reverse is Aligned.
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  Normal Reverse

             Toggle

    Attribute �Only applicable for PMU-300/PMU-600.

Change

  PMU-300 �It is the menu to change the attribute of the object or character already drawn.

  PMU-600 First select an individual then the below menu will appear to change the attribute.

    Object such as Rectangle, Circle, Arc, Pie, Oval, and Lines, by changing

                 the foreground color you change the line color.

Object that can be filled with patterns such as Painted Rectangle, Painting, you change the color

of the pattern by changing the color of the foreground and the background and 

you can change the pattern type.

You can select eight different kinds of line type for Straight line.

For Character, you can change the foreground and background color, thus the character’s color

and the character’s background territory color will be changed.

To change the size, use the Size Enlargement function.

�

� �
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For Symbol, use the foreground and background color to change the symbol’s line color 

and background color.  Use the Double Establishment to change the size. (This is only 

included for the Symbol File, not the Image File.)

Replace is when a selected individual is drawn above the background and XOR is when 

the background is merged for the selected individual to be drawn.

         Blink is when the foreground color is buried into the background color.  

Toggle is when the foreground color and the background color is exchanged.

Redraw �It is the menu to re-load the contents on screen.

This is capable only if an after image of the registered or deleted figures, characters or 

tags are shown.

Text   �It is the menu to revise characters on screen.

Input You must choose the character you wish to revise using the mouse. (You may double click

the mouse to select also.)  After selection, the below menu will appear on screen.

�

� �	���

�����

�����

�

�
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PMU-200 Character Revision Screen

PMU-300/600 Character Edit Screen

If you revise the character here, the revised character will appear on screen.

Bring to forth �It is the menu to move the selected individual to the utmost top of the screen.

This menu is used when more than one drawing is overlapping.

In the Edit mode, what you draw first appears at the top of the screen.  Thus, the 

drawings appear from top to bottom.

This menu is helpful when you want to go to the top.

The way to use it is to select an individual then select the Top menu.

Send to back �It is the menu to move the selected individual to the bottom of the screen.

This menu has the opposite function of the Bottom menu.

Copy onto  �It is the menu to copy onto the clipboard figures or characters.

Clipboard

This menu is useful when you wish to use the contents from this screen onto another

screen.  Once you saved the contents onto a clipboard you can still save when you open 
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a new main screen or a sub screen.

How to use:

��Select the drawings you wish to copy onto the clipboard

��Choose the “Copy onto Clipboard” menu

��The contents to be copied can be used by “Paste onto Clipboard”

Paste onto �It is the menu to call up the contents that are copied onto the clipboard.

Clipboard

If wish to call up the saved contents, choose the Paste onto Clipboard menu and you 

      will be able to bring up the saved contents.

Hints:

When you operate the Paste onto Clipboard menu, you are able to bring up figures or 

characters. However, you cannot copy tags onto the clipboard.

Align  �It is the menu to align more than one individual.

You may select individuals using the mouse by dragging the mouse over the territory or 

you may press the *Ctrl* key with the mouse to select more than one individual.

After you have selected a menu, such as below will appear.

From the above menu, if you choose Top, Bottom, Left, Right, the selected drawings will be

aligned accordingly.

Grid  �It is the menu to show on screen the grid points or to establish the cursor’s snap 

shot’s existence.

If you choose the grid menu, the below menu will appear on screen.  Here, you are 

       able to establish the height and width size.
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If you click the Show Grid, grid points with the interval of such will appear on screen.

If you wish to establish snap accordingly click the Snap.

The grid spacing is fixed at 20 by 20 dots(PMU200/300/600) and 40 by 40 dots

Show Name �This menu, if selected by toggle will show/not show the Tag Name, Symbol Screen 

Name, Sub Screen Name.
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4-4.  Tag Enter
��This Edit supports the Tag Enter menu, and you are able to establish Tags in the main screen and the sub screen.

��Choose each menu, then click the area in which you wish the Tag to be, the selected tag menu will appear on screen.

 Notice) Tag’s that have territories (Broken Line, Touch, etc) when registered on top of each other will not operate properly.

      The user may establish the contents then press “Ok” for the Tag name to be establish in a certain  area.

      To establish a Tag refer to the Tag User Manual.

 

       MENU                                MENU CONTENTS

Tag Enter

PMU-200 Series

     Main Screen:  Numeric, Symbol, Auxiliary, Level Graph, Buffer Write, Message, Lamp, Delay,

     Operation, Function Key, String

     Sub Screen:  Key Indicator

PMU-300 Series

     Main Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Auxiliary, Window, Symbol,

     Block, Delay, Operation, Message, Precision Adjust, Move, Territory Move, Pie Graph,

     Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String, Window

     (With the exception of Key and Key Indicator Tag)

     Sub Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Delay, Precision, Message, Precision Adjust, Pie Graph,

     Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String, Key,

Key Indicator Tag (With the exception of Support, Symbol, Move, Territory Movement, Window Tag)

PMU-600 Series

     Main Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Auxiliary, Window, Symbol, Block, Delay, Operation,

     Message, Precision Adjust, Move, Territory Move, Pie Graph, Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String

     (With the exception of Key, Key Indicator Tag)

     Sub Screen:  Numeric, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Delay, Precision Adjust, Message, Precision Adjust, Pie

     Graph, Statistic Graph, Level Graph, Trend Graph, Lamp, String, Key, Key Indicator Tag
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PMU-200 Tag Enter Menu

When you select the menu on the left,

you are able to enter tag functions on the main screen.

Below is the sub screen Tag Enter function menu.

PMU-300 Tag Insert Menu

When you select the menu on the left, you are able to enter tag

functions on the main screen.

Below is the sub screen Tag Enter function menu.
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PMU-600 Tag Insert Menu

When you select the menu on the left, you are able to

enter tag functions on the main screen.

Below is the sub screen Tag Enter function menu.
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4-5. Tag Edit

Modify        �It is the menu to establish the contents that which the Tag is registered on screen

After choosing this menu, when you use the mouse to select, an identical menu will 

         appear where you may change the entered content, which will establish a tag.

When the tags appear on the identical area, double click the area with the mouse.

                 A tag list will appear where you may select the desired tag to establish.

Delete�It is the menu to delete registered tags.

Tags can only be deleted by the following menu.  You are not able to delete a tag by 

the Edit function.

When the tags appear on the identical area, double click the area with the mouse.

                 A tag list will appear where you may delete the desired tag.

Move �First select the Move menu, then move a tag one by one.

Copy  �It is the menu to copy tags that are already registered on screen.

First select the following Tag Copy menu then clicking the mouse button on the tag you 

wish to copy. Then you are able to move the tag to another area.

You may not use a tag with the same name on one screen, once the move is completed 

an Establish menu will appear for that tag.

Change the name of that tag, and if wished you may change the contents of establishment.

If you select the left menu, you will be able to edit the Tag

registered on screen.
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4-6.  Others

Sub Screen Edit (Main Screen Edit)

�The following menu is to convert the screen into Sub Screen Editor or Main Screen 

Editor simultaneously.

When you are operating under the Main Screen Editor Mode, the Title Bar will 

indicate Main Screen and when you are operating under the Sub Screen Editor Mode, 

the Title Bar will indicate Sub Screen.

If you select the left menu, you are able to do the following

functions: Main/Sub Screen Edit, Tag List, Screen List,

Simulation (only in Main Screen Editor mode), and other programs.
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Tag List �It is the menu to show the tag list used when editing the main screen.

If you choose the following menu, a dialogue box, such as below will appear on screen.

The box on the lower right side is a box showing the different sorts of tag names.  

Here you are able to see the selected established tag contents.  If you double click the 

tag contents, to establish it, a Tag Editor box will appear where you are able to edit.

Screen List �It is the menu to show the list for the Sub Screen and the Symbol Screen that are 

     being used in the main screen.

  

If you choose the following menu, a dialogue box, such as below will appear on screen.
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The left side of the box shows the Sub Screen List and the right side of the box shows 

the Symbol Screen List.

Execute �It is the menu in which, while editing the screen, other Editing Executions (Project 

Other Editor Manager, Symbol Editor, Message Editor, Alarm Editor, Link Editor) can be used.

4-7.  Simulation

 

   The Simulation is included in the Other menu of the main screen Editor mode, and once you go into

   the Simulation mode, the menu at the bottom of the screen will change as the picture below.

Also, on screen an Enter Tool will open which the Simulation’s Enter Tool, Window, Function 

   Key will be operated by the mouse.

From the left menu, you are able to execute

the Simulation function (only in the Main Screen Editor Mode)

Before it is operated on the machine, this function is a test run on the PC.

Simulations are only capable during the Main

Screen Editor mode.
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PMU-200 Simulation Screen

PMU-300/600 Simulation Screen
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Enter Tool �When the Simulation is operating, the following Enter Tool will appear.

When you change the buffer’s data value, the operation situation will change according 

to the changed value.

Thus, the Simulation can change or save the buffer data that can be a operation

Condition as well as enter the data value for the buffer operation directly.

If you wish to see the data values under the options that are saved under Buffer, enter 

the Buffer number, which the ‘Value” will appear.  Then on the left side of the Enter 

Tool, the data contents will be shown as such,    (HEX),   (BIN),   (DEC).

Warning)  On screen, if none of the tag in the simulation screen , even though you 

            change the value of 20th buffer, the screen will not be converted.

                          20th buffer : buffer to save the current screen number

Function �The following buttons will appear on screen when the Simulation is being

Key operated.
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PMU-200 Function Key        The followings are the Function Keys to test the operation

There are 10 on the bottom of the screen and six on the left. The bottom Function 

Keys F1-F10 are Tool menu and Tag Enter’s Function key Tag will be appointed accordingly.

The ‘Menu” key on the right is to run and simulate the bottom function keys, 

which can be used with the following roles.

When you press the ‘Menu’ key, at the left top T/K LED will be lighted, and the bottom function key will

have the function of TEN Key.

When you press the ‘Menu’ key again, the T/K LED light will be turned off and the function key tag will  have the

function.

You may also enter the Hexa value by using the Shift and the association of A-F.
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PMU-300 Function Key

The following are the Function Key to test the operation.

The screen not only has the Touch Territory, but the Function Key has the use for both the Operation and

the Simulation. This the is the function key tool used to test the operation.
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There are 16 functions and they are as follows:

ESC It is used when you wish to cancel the menu execution or to go back to the menu before.

FUN

It has many special functions while in operation.

F1:  Calling Previous Screen  F2:  Calling Original Screen    F3:  S/W reset

F4:  Alarm Summary        F5:  Exit Operation

T/F
Can choose between the Ten Key Mode or Function Key Mode (Toggle)

While the TK LED is ON then the mode is Ten Key Mode.

ENT

While using the menu, to Save or Operate it becomes the Enter Key

Operation, for the Ten Key Mode you can enter the value of the key

Operation, for the Function Mode, it is used as the Function Key

While using the menu, it has the UP function (when it is the LIST Screen)

While in Operation, it has the use of the Function Key

While using the menu, it has the DOWN function (when it is the LIST Screen)

While in Operation, it has the use of the Function Key

0 - 9
Operation, for the Ten Key Mode, you can enter the value of the key

In the Function Key Mode it is used as the Function Key

PMU-600 Function Key

The following is the tool to test the operation of the Function Key

If you choose the Function Key menu, a tool such as the above will appear on screen.

There are 12 different keys, each having a different function.  Each Attribute menu 

     will be established according to the function key tag.
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Tag List �It will show the tag list category of the Simulation screen.

This Tag List is similar to the of the Main Screen Editor mode’s Other menu Tag List.

Using the Enter Tool, you may change the value of the Buffer, but you must know 

Thus, when you have the Tag List out on screen to refer to, it is useful.

Buffer List �Currently under Simulation it shows the connection with the Tag on screen.

Thus, it shows what number Buffer is connected to what Tag.

If you wish to use the Enter Tool to enter, like the Buffer List, open the menu on screen 

for easy access.

You can view the Buffer value in one eye while in Operation.

Touch Enter �Only applicable for PMU-300/600 Series.

�You may use the mouse instead to enter Touch.

On the Main machine, there is a Touch Panel, which the Touch Tag, Precision Adjust 

Tag can be operated by the Touch Enter.  This Touch key is used a lot in the actual Operation.

You can use the mouse instead by clicking the area of the corresponding territory while 

it is in Simulation.
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Exit

�It is the menu to exit or end the Simulation.  By exiting the Simulation 

mode, you will be able to edit the main screen.

For example, if you began the Simulation while you were in Main Screen 1, 

you may convert back to that screen.

When you exit during the Main Screen 2 conversion, and you comeback to the main screen

Editor mode, the main screen that will be opened is the Main Screen 2.

4-8.  Zoom 

�Only applicable for PMU-600 Series

The following menu is to enlarge the screen to edit.

Edit Screen Enlargement Function

�To Enlarge...

Choose the size you want in the menu - Normal size/x2/x4/x8.

Using the point you wish as the middle, double click the right button to select the 

desired size.

�To Scroll the enlarged screen...

While pushing the right mouse button, the screen will automatically scroll in the direction you wish.

When drawing an object or while moving or while copying, if the mouse is located at the

middle of the screen, the screen will automatically scroll for you to move the desired point.
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Caution ) When enlarged, the screen will not scroll when it is in the Tag’s territory 

establishment mode.

4-9.  About Edit Tools...

For Edit Tools, there are Picture Tools, Color Tools, and Cursor Location.

Picture Tool �A Picture Tool is located on the left of the screen.  Each function is such as the 

drawings and the detail functions are similar to the menu Draw, Edit, Tag Edit.

PMU-200 Edit Tool
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PMU-300 Edit Tool
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PMU-600 Edit Tool

Attribute Tool Only applicable for PMU-200 Series

�It is the tool to open and establish Attribute, Enlargement, and Line type.

Line type and Attribute can be established as the picture below.

Enlargement is when you enter a character or you call up a symbol, it is the ratio of the

width and length.
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In order to change the ratio, click the mouse button on the arrows to change the length and width.

You can zoom up to eight times its size.

Project Manager

Symbol Editor

Link Editor

Alarm Editor

Message Editor

�It is the tool to show the mouse’s coordinates.

The territory to draw in the Edit mode is width 240, height 128.

The cursor location is shown like the picture below, which is located on the lower left 

side of the screen.

Line Type Attribute Select
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Only applicable for PMU-300 Series

�It is the tool to open and establish Attribute, Double, and Line type.

Line type and Attribute can be established as the picture below.

Enlargement is when you enter a character or you call up a symbol, it is the ratio of the

                 width length.

In order to change the ratio, click the mouse button on the arrows to change the length and width.

You can zoom up to eight times its size.

   Line Type Pattern Attribute Selection
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Project Manager

Symbol Editor

Link Editor

Alarm Editor

Message Editor

�It is the tool to show the mouse’s coordinates.

The territory to draw in the Edit mode is width 320, length 240.

The cursor location is shown like the picture below, which is located on the lower left 

side of the screen.

Only applicable to PMU-600 types

� It is a Tool menu that allows you to select styles, ratios, line types.

- Types of lines and styles are as the picture below.

- Enlargement is when you enter a character or you call up a symbol, it is the ratio of

the width length.

- To change the ratio, with the mouse click the left and right set of arrows to indicate the changed

horizontal and vertical ratios.

- The highest possible ratio is 8 times.
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Project Manager

Symbol Editor

Link Editorr

Alarm Editor

Message Editor

- This shows the Tool Box for the mouse.

- The area to draw a picture in Edit Tools is 640 in width and 480 in length.

- The table below shows the cursor location and appears at the bottom right of the Edit Tool Box.

Line Type Pattern Attribute Select
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! Create the message that will be called on the standard screen when the main machine is operating.

! One message file can have 999 character lines.

 - One Project File can only consist of one message file.

! The No. indicates the number that will call up the message on the standard screen and the No. of characters

shows the number of characters inserted on one line.

! Korean is twice the size of English characters and thus one Korean character is counted for two characters.

The contents are the message line.

PMU-200/300/600 Message Screen

PMU-200 Message Screen

With English as the standard, the message can have at most 30 characters.

PMU-300 Message Screen

With English as the standard, the message can have at most 40 characters.

PMU-600 Message Screen

With English as the standard, the message can have at most 80 characters.
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5.1 File

This menu allows you to manage files in the message screen by creating new files, saving

and opening files, printing, and exiting the standard screen Editing Tools.

New File    - When New file is selected, it allows you to create a new message screen.

          When New file is selected while creating a screen, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to

save the prior existing file.

! If “OK(Y)” is selected, then the save dialogue box screen appears.  Once the name is

inserted (*.MSG) the created screen is saved.

! If  “No(N)” is selected, please note that the created data is deleted.

! If  “Cancel” is selected, the New File menu is canceled.

Open - If “Open” is selected, you can open the desired message screen(*.MSG) file from the directory.

When “Open” is selected while creating a screen, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to save

the edited screen.

����� ����� �	
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! If “Yes(Y)” is selected, then the save dialogue box screen appears. Once the name is

inserted (*.MSG) the created screen is saved.

! If  “No(N)” is selected, please note that the created data is deleted.

! If  “Cancel” is selected, the New File menu is canceled.

Save - This menu allows you to save the edited screen.

When “New File” is selected and created, “Save As a Different Name” Menu appears and is saved under

a specified file name.

- If a file name is already specified, it will save immediately upon selecting the “Save” function.

- The file name must be saved and specified in numbers.

 A File Name can only be saved in numbers.  Thus, it is recommended that you insert a file   

 description in the “File Description” line when saving.

If a file name is already specified, it will save immediately upon selecting the “Save” function.

Save As …

This menu allows you to change and save the file name, directory, and file description.

Print This menu allows you to specify the screen/tag and the range to print.

Exit Exits the Message Screen Edit menu.

When selected while creating a screen, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to save the

created file.

! If “OK(Y)” is selected, then the save dialogue box screen appears.  Once the name is

inserted (*.MSG) the created screen is saved.

! If  “No(N)” is selected, please note that the created data is deleted.

! If  “Cancel” is selected, the New File menu is canceled.
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5.2 Edit

This menu allows you to add/modify/delete/cancel items from the Message Screen.

Add - Record the message by inserting the number and content in the dialogue box.

  OR, double click on the empty space in the message indicating line and do the same as

  above and record an additional message.

Edit - Edit the selected message number to the specified number.

- If the specified number after editing overlaps the already existing number,

 a window appears inquiring whether the number should be replaced.

 If you wish the number to be replaced, select “OK”.
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Delete Delete the selected items from the recorded items.

Cancel Select - This menu allows you to cancel the items selected to edit.

Note: In order to run edit functions “Edit No., Delete items,”  the items that have recorded

messages must be selected, if the items are not selected, the window below will appear.

����� �����
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5.3 Search

This menu allows you to easily search the contents of the character lines of the message screen.

Search Number - Searches the message number from the recorded messages

- When you insert the desired number, the characters line with that number will be found.

Search String - Searches the desired line that includes the message among the recorded messages.

! If there is no selected message, then search starts from the beginning.  If there is a

selected message, then search starts after the message.

! Insert the line and Select “OK”

Continue  Search of the most recent character line begins after the current selected message.
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! When the main machine operating, you can create symbols to be called open and draw shapes, such as pen,

straight lines, ovals, and rectangle on the main screen.

! The maximum size for symbols is 96 * 96 with the width and height each having units of 16 dots.

! A bitmap(*.BMP) file created in paintbrush or capture in Windows can be called open and saved as a symbol.

Please note that the background for paintbrush in Windows is white, and PMU background is black, thus the

bitmap will appear in reverse black and white color from the original form.  To change to the original form,

run “Reverse” in the “Edit” menu.

- Symbols with numbers after 900 is saved in image form.  In PMU 300/600, the width and height

  can only be multiples of 16.

- Image Sizes

     PMU-200: width x height, From 16 x 16 to maximum 240 * 128 Screen size.

PMU-300: width x height, From 16 x 16 to maximum 320 * 240 Screen size (only multiples of 16)

PMU-600: width x height, From 16 x 16 to maximum 640 x 480 Screen size (only multiples of 16)

Note: -Ratio cannot be changed. (Enlargement and Reduction is not possible)

   - In PMU 300/600, both the width and height must be saved in multiples of 16.

Actual Symbol Edit Area

The left screen shows the actual size of the symbol, and the right is the work area to edit the symbol.

The symbol worked on in the right screen is shown in actual size on the left side.
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6-1 File (F)

This menu allows you to manage files in Symbol screen by creating new files, saving and opening files, print, and

exiting the editing tools.

New - This menu allows you to create a new symbol, and each symbol is managed as one file.

- When this menus is selected, a dialogue box appears to set the size of the newly created

                  symbol.

  PMU-200/300/600Symbol File Menu                 PMU-200/300/600 Image Symbol File Menu

- The main symbol size is set with units of 16 dots for both the width and height, ranging from minimum 16 x 16 to

maximum 96 x 96.

- If Image symbol is selected for PMU-200, there is no need to specify 16 dot units for the width and height.

 PMU-200: width x height,  16 x 16 to maximum 240 * 128 screen size

 PMU-300: width x height  16 x 16 to maximum 320 * 240 screen size

 PMU-600: width x height  16 x 16 to maximum 640 X 480 screen size

- Please note that you are unable to change the ratio of the width and height, when the standard Image Files are

opened on the main screen.  Thus, enlargement and reduction is not possible.

Open - To open a file, you can call open a file from the desired directory by entering the symbol file extension
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“.*sym” in the popped up dialogue box.

- “Width” and “Height” shows you the horizontal and vertical size of the currently selected symbol.

- “File Description” shows the file description the user specified when creating the file.

Save If it is a new file, specify name and save in the popped up ”Save as …” dialogue box.

         If the file was saved already has an existing name, the file will automatically be saved

         without dialogue box.

- Symbol Files must be saved as numbers from 1 - 999.  If an image symbol is created,

 then the file name must be entered as numbers from 900-999.

��������	
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Save As…

- If this menu is selected, change the file name and directory and save in the popped up dialogue box.

- If an Image Symbol, the file name must be entered as numbers from 900-999.

Print - Prints Symbol File

- When printing more than one file, the specified range of symbol files in the current directory is printed.

- If the current file is selected, then the opened symbol on the current screen is printed.  If a range is

specified to print multiple files, the symbols in accordance with those numbers are printed. One symbol

per page is printed.

Exit - If “Exit” is selected, then Symbol Editor is exited.

 If “Exit” is selected when creating a symbol, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to save the

created file.
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6-2 Draw

This menu allows you to draw symbols in the symbol creating area.

5 different shapes can be drawn.

Pen clicking the left mouse button will draw a dot.  Holding the left button down and dragging

the mouse draws over the area the cursor passes.

Line A Straight is drawn from the point the left mouse button is held down to the point the button

is released.

Rectangle A Rectangle is drawn from the point the left mouse button is held down to the point the

button is released.

Painted Rectangle A colored-in Rectangle is drawn from the point the left mouse button is held down to the

point the button is released.

Oval  Drawn the same way as the Rectangle but an oval is inscribed in the Rectangle.

      - The point the mouse was held down and the point released becomes the corners of the

circumscribed Rectangle.

Painted Oval  Drawn the same way as the oval but a colored-in oval is drawn.

Eraser clicking the left button, or holding down the button and dragging the mouse erases the area

the cursor passes.
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6-3. Edit

This menu allows you to cancel/move/copy/reverse items on the Symbol Screen.

Undo Cancels the last action.  If there was no action taken, then this menu cannot be selected.

Move Select the area to be moved by clicking the left mouse button and dragging the cursor to

draw a Rectangle around the area and then let go of the button.

- This selected area will follow the cursor moved by the mouse.

 - Clicking the left button at the new location will move the selected area.

 - To delete a certain area, move the selected area outside of the working screen and

  the area lying outside of the screen will be deleted.

Copy Select the area to be copied by clicking the left mouse button and dragging the cursor to

draw a Rectangle around the area and then let go of the button.

 - This selected area will follow the cursor moved by the mouse.

 - Re-clicking the left button at the new location will copy the selected area.

Reverse Select the area to be reversed by clicking the left mouse button and dragging the cursor to

draw a Rectangle around the area and then let go of the button.

 Re-clicking the left button will reverse the selected area.
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6-4. Adjust Screen

Delete All Deletes the full screen

Paint All Paints the full screen white

Reverse AllReverses the full screen.

The black area becomes white, and the white area is reversed to black.

Open Bitmap File This menu allows you to read the picture data captured in the paint brush or window screen.

- The extension to read the data is “*.BMP”

��������	
�
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Edit the data read from this menu, and save the data in “*.SYM” format for PMU use.

- When reading Bitmap files, the following should be noted.

��� Even if the actual BMP file has a picture using various color palettes (16 colors, 256 colors, etc.), when called

open through this menu, all colors are changed to either black or white.  The original colors are reversed.

This is because the background color of the window for the application program is usually white and the

background for PMU is black.  The colors that are not white will all appear in black.

��� First select whether you will use a symbol file or an image file.

•  For a symbol file, select a size between 16 x 16 and 96 x 96.  If the BMP file is smaller than the selected

size, the dots outside of the area will appear in black.

•  For an image file, select the following numbers

 PMU-200: width x height,  16 x 16 to maximum 240 * 128 screen size

 PMU-300: width x height  16 x 16 to maximum 320 * 240 screen size

 PMU-600: width x height  16 x 16 to maximum 640 X 480 screen size
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6-5. Zoom Screen

If the symbol creating area is too small or too big, this menu allows you to adjust the area

to an appropriate size.

Zoom In One dot in the working screen area is 8 x 8 pixels.  This function is

                  convenient when detailed work is necessary on a large symbol.

Zoom Out One dot in the working screen area is 4 x 4 pixels.
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! Create an alarm to use when the main machine is operating.  An alarm file can have a maximum of 999

comment lines.

 

! Only one alarm file can exist per one project file.

     - The recorded alarm number, system buffer, specified bit of specified buffer, alarm criteria, Attributes, color,

number of characters, contents appear on the Alarm editor.

 

! An alarm number can range from 1 to 999, and the system buffer ranges from 0 to 1023.

     - Set the Bit value from 0 to 15.

! Criteria is either 0->1 or 1->0 and the style is normal, blink, or toggle.

! The alarm that appears when the main machine is operating is saved in the internal memory.  Using the

special function of the Function Key Tag or Touch Key Tag can also show the alarm history.  To print the

alarm history, upload the alarm history file to your PC (using project manager) and print from your PC in PMU-

200 and PMU-300.

! For PMU-200

- The contents of the alarm can hold a maximum of 30 characters.

! For PMU-300

- The contents of the alarm can hold a maximum of 40 characters.

 

! For PMU-600

- The contents of the alarm can hold a maximum of 80 characters.

 

! For PMU-200//300

     - Selecting an alarm group is not possible

! For PMU-600

     - Selecting an alarm group is possible

     - Group Type: 27 types (ALL, A-Z) can be selected

     - You can monitor the alarm history by groups in the appropriate window using the special function of the

Window Tag. (Refer to Window Tag for specific directions)
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7-1. File

This menu allows you to manage the files in the alarm screen by creating new files, saving and opening files, print

and exiting the Alarm Screen Edit window.

New Selecting “New File,” provides an environment to create a new alarm screen

- When selected while working on a screen, a window appears inquiring whether

                  you  wish to save the existing file.

- Select “Y”, Save dialogue box appears.  Enter the file name (*.alm) and save the

  created alarm screen.

- Select “N”, please note the created screen data is deleted .

- Select “Cancel,” the New File menu is canceled .

Open Calls open an Alarm Screen (*.alm) File from the desired directory.

-When selected while working on a screen, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to

save the existing file.

- Select “Y”, Save dialogue box appears.  Enter the file name (*.alm) and save the created

alarm screen.

- Select “N”, please note the created screen data is deleted .

- Select “Cancel,” the New File menu is canceled .

Save In the case of a new file, specify the name and save in the popped up “Save as a Different

Name” dialogue box.  If already an existing file, the file is automatically saved.

����� ����� �	
��
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Save as …

This menu allows you to save and change the file name, directory, and file description.

Exit Exits the Message Screen Editor

-When selected while working on a screen, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to

save the existing file.

- Select “Y”, Save dialogue box appears. Enter the file name (*.alm) and save the created

alarm screen.

- Select “N”, please note the created screen data is deleted .

- Select “Cancel,” the New File menu is canceled .
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7-2. Edit

 This menu allows you to add/edit/delete cancel selected items in the Alarm Screen.

Add           Enter number and contents in the popped up dialogue box to record alarm contents

- By double clicking the empty contents line and doing the same as above, additional alarm

contents can be recorded.

Modify        Edit the selected alarm number to the specified number.

- After edit, window appears inquiring whether the newly specified number should be replaced

with the existing number.  If you wish to replace, select “OK”.
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Delete        Deletes items from the recorded items

Cancel This menu allows you to cancel the items selected to edit.

����� �����
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7-3. Search

This menu allows you to easily search the desired contents when there are numerous character

lines entered in the alarm screen.

Search Number Searches for the desired number’s message from the recorded message

- Entering the desired number searches that number’s character line.

Search String Searches for the desired Alarm message that includes the string from the recorded

messages.

- If no Alarm message is selected, then search starts from the beginning.  If there is a

selected Alarm message, search begins after the message.

- Enter the character line to search and select “OK”

Next Search The most recently searched String is searched starting from after the currently selected

message
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7-4 Alarm History

! PMU-200

 Saves the history of 200 alarms occurred

 The alarm does not appear on screen during operation.  It can only be viewed from the Alarm History

 Menu and printed by uploading from PMU MASTER

 

! PMU-300

 Saves the history of 200 alarms occurred

 The alarm appears on screen during operation and can be printed by uploading from PMU Master.

 Enlargement of alarm is a 1:1 horizontal and vertical ratio.

! PMU-600

 Saves the history of 500 alarms occurred and released.

 The alarm appears on screen during operation and can be viewed from the Alarm History Menu

 and printed by uploading from PMU Master.

 Supports Alarm groups, and can select and view-desired group alarm histories through window tags.

 Enlargement of alarm is a one or two time horizontal and vertical ratio
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! For smooth communication with PLC when operating the main machine, the Link Selector allows you to enter

and select the communication method, PLC Type, Device, Address in the Link Table.

! To use the selected Link File, Send a Link File from PC to the main machine using Project Manager.

! The extension name for the Link Select File is “.LNK”

PMU-200 Link Editor Screen

This is the main screen for the user’s selected Link Table displayed either at the beginning of the program or after

selection.

•   Serial Select : Displays the selected PLC Type

Data Link Select : Displays the number of data selected from input and output

Non-protocol Link Select : Displays the input and output for the serial communication method

•  PLC Types for Serial Selection (Direct Link)

  Fuji MICREX-F, Mitsubishi-MELSEC, OMRON-SYSMAC-C, AB-SLC500/PLC5, Modicon-QUANTUM,

  Matsushita-FARA, LG MASTER-K S series, LG GLOFA-GM, LG GLOFA-GK, LG Inverter

The Link data created this Link Select is sent to PMU-200 using Project Manager.

Note) MELSCE" GOLDSEC,  MICREX-F " STARCON-MF

For the created Link Table to apply,  first download the link file to the main machine, and then select the

communication method appropriate to the Link Table from the Menu’s Communication Select of the main machine.
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PMU-300 Link Editor Screen

This is the main screen for the user’s selected Link Table displayed either at the beginning of the program or after

selection.

•   Serial Select : Displays the selected PLC Type

Data Link Select : Displays the number of data selected from input and output

Protocol Link Select : Displays the input and output for the serial communication method

•  PLC Types for Serial Selection (Direct Link)

  Fuji MICREX-F, Mitsubishi-MELSEC, OMRON-SYSMAC-C, AB-SLC500/PLC5, Modicon-QUANTUM,

  Matsushita-FARA, LG MASTER-K S series, LG GLOFA-GM, LG GLOFA-GK, LG Inverter

The Link data created in this Link Select is sent to PMU-300 using Project Manager.

For the created Link Table to apply,  first download the link file to the main machine, and then select the

communication method appropriate to the Link Table from the Menu’s Communication Select of the main machine.
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 PMU-600 Link Editor Screen

This is the main screen for the user’s selected Link Table displayed either at the beginning of the program or after

selection.

•  1:1 Communication Method

Serial Select : Displays the selected PLC Type

Data Link Select : Displays the number of data selected from input and output

        Field bus Select : Displays the number of selected data sent and received

        T-Link, Protocol Select

N:N Communication Method

Local Select : Displays the number of selected data sent and received

Master Select : Displays the selected PLC Type

•  PLC Types for Serial Selection (Direct Link)

  Fuji MICREX-F, Mitsubishi-MELSEC, OMRON-SYSMAC-C, AB-SLC500/PLC5, Modicon-QUANTUM,

  Matsushita-FARA, LG MASTER-K S series, LG GLOFA-GM, LG GLOFA-GK, LG Inverter

•  Select and enter one of the above seven communication methods using the menu or button.  If all 7 are entered

and sent to the main machine, the main machine will decide on the method selected in PMU-600.

•  1:1 Field bus and N:N Local is the same Fnet communication and thus the specified value changes to become

identical.

The Link data created in this Link Select is sent to PMU-600 using Project Manager.

For the created Link Table to apply, first download the link file to the main machine, and then select the

communication method appropriate to the Link Table from the Menu’s Communication Select of the main machine.
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8-1. PMU and PLC Communication Method

PMU-200/300 Communication

The main machine only supports either the Serial Communication Method, or the Data Link Method.

•  Datalink Communication Standard - Baud rate (1 M bps)

- No. of Possible Connections and Station Number.

 (No. of possible Connections: 32) (Station No.: 1-125)

- No.of Possible Link (per 1 line)

��� Remote I/O : Send 32, Receive 32 words

��� Remote Input: Receive 64 words

��� Remote Output: Send 64 words

•  Serial Communication - Baud rate (300,600,1200,2400,4700,9600,19200)

- Data Length (7 bits, 8 bits)

 Note: Master-K1000 is set to 8 Bit Data

- Stop Bit Length (1Stop Bit, 2 Stop Bit)

 Note: Master-K1000 is set to 1 Stop Bit

- Parity Bit (None, Odd, Even Parity)

 Note: Master-K1000 is set to None Parity

- Serial Communication (RS-232C, RS-422)

- Main Machine Tel. No. (No.: 0-31)

 Note: Master-K1000 selects numbers from 0-15.

- Check Sum (Check Sum set to “Yes”)

 Note: Fuji MICREX-F’s Check Sum is set to “No”
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PMU-600 Communication

Communication method is largely divided into 1:1 and N:N method.

- 1:1 Method Communication Method - Serial Communication (RS-232C)

 - Data Link

- Fnet

- T-Link

- Non-Protocol Select has 5 types

- N:N Method One PMU is connected to several PLCs (RS-422), or several PMUs are used as block

communications each through the Fnet communication method.

- Master: Communication method between PMU and PLC is to connect with RS-422.

- Local: Communication method between PMU and PMU is to connect with Fnet.

                   PLC

Master RS422

Communication

PMU     Local Select

Local Master Fnet PMU-600

Select Local Communication

Note: Local Select

Only when another PMU is connected to PMU should Block Communication be selected through

selecting Fnet.

Local-Master Select

When PMU communicates with PLCs and other PMU like the above picture, then Link Table for both

Master for communication with PLC and Local for communication with PMU must be configured.
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8-2. File

This menu allows you manage the Link Select Files by creating new files, saving and opening files,

printing and exiting Link Select.

Open Open the desired Link File(*.LNK) from the desired directory.  If selected when creating a link file, a

window appears inquiring whether you wish to save the current screen.

- If “Yes(Y)” is selected, then the save dialogue box screen appears.  Once the name is inserted (*.lnk) ,

the created screen is saved.

- If “No(N)” is selected, please note that the created data is deleted.

- If “Cancel” is selected, the New File menu is canceled.

Save This menu allows you to save the edited screen.

When “New File” is selected and created, “Save as a Different Name” Menu appears and

         is saved under a specified name.

- If a file name is already specified, it will save immediately upon selecting the “Save” function.

Save As …

This menu allows you to change and save the file name, directory and file description.

Exit Exits the Link Select menu

When selected while creating a link file, a window appears inquiring whether you wish to save the

created file.

- If “Yes(Y)” is selected, then the save dialogue box screen appears.  Once the name is inserted (*.lnk) ,

the created screen is saved.

- If “No(N)” is selected, please note that the created data is deleted.

- If “Cancel” is selected, the New File menu is canceled.
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8-3. Link Editor

! Select Communication Method and Enter the communication selection (device, address)

! Select and enter the communication method according the PMU-200/300/500/600 type

PMU-200 Link Screen

PMU-300 Link Screen
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PMU-600 Link Screen

PLC Type Setup(Serial)

- This is the link selected when one PLC and PMU communicates through serial.

1. Select the PLC type that will be communicated first.

PMU-200 PLC Type Screen     PMU-300/600 PLC Type Screen
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2. After the selection of PLC type, the Serial Link Setup screen below appears.

 Screen Display Description

- PLC Type: Displays the currently selected PLC type.

- Device, Address Input: Edit the number of the Device, Address or newly input

Note:  With the mouse, select and input the appropriate PLC device address and press Enter.

       This will change the Device(Address) and will proceed to the next item.

- Delete: Delete the selection of the appropriate item

- OK: After all selections, pressing the “OK” button saves the Link Table and exits the Link Editor

- “NO” is the system buffer number for PMU-200/300/600

 “PLC” is the PLC device address for PLC to communicate with the main machine’s system buffer.

 The PLC point of contact can be entered in the input line at the bottom left of the screen.

- Depending on the selected PLC type from the prior PLC device address, there is a restriction on the name of the

device that can be entered.

Please refer to the PLC Communication section for the range of device names and contact numbers for each type of

PLC.

- For serial communication, the data sent from the main machine to PLC is scanned and entered into

 the specified system buffer.
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Data can be sent to PLC from the main machine only through Buffer Write Tag, Function key Tag, Precision Adjust

Tag.

- Note:

The system buffer’s following field should be left empty in the case of PLC standard “Fuji-MICREX-F (STARCON-

MF),” or when the contact point of 32 bits and styles of T, TS, TR, CR, CS, BD is compatible with the main machine’s

system buffer, because these continuously fill two fields of the main machine’s system buffer.

Furthermore, Bit 001 is the lowest within each word for the system buffer of the main machine, while Bit F is the

lowest for Fuji-MICREX-F (STARCON-MF).

Therefore, to connect Bit No. 0 of the main machine to Bit NO. 0 of Fuji-MICREX-F (STARCON-MF), press Ctrl +

Shift + F2 key in Screen Editor and Select Fuji-MICREX-F (STARCON-MF) as the PLC Type.  This internally

assigns the Bit No. 0 of the main machine to Bit F of Fuji-MICREX-F (STARCON-MF).
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Data Link Setup This link is selected when communication is done through data link.

The following dialogue box appears when this menu is selected.

- Station No. Select: Station number of the PMU main machine.

- Edit Mode: Add mode and Modify Mode

 - Add Mode: Add a new buffer number in the current entered number.

- Modify Mode: Modify the buffer number in the current entered number.

- Buffer: After the buffer number appropriate for input or output is entered,

pressing Enter newly selects according to the Edit mode.

- Delete: Deletes the appropriate items.

Fnet Setup This link is selected when communication is done through Fnet link.

The following dialogue box appears when this menu is selected.
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Screen Display Description

- STATION No. Select: Select the STATION No. of PMU main machine

- Edit Mode:

��� Add Mode: Add a new buffer number in the current entered number.

��� Modify Mode: Modify the buffer number in the current entered number.

- Receive Data Setup

   1. Add:  Enter Data according to the Edit Mode. the above screen appears to specify Buffer number, No. of

Word, Block ID, and Station number.

   2. Delete:  Delete the appropriate items

    Buffer number is the system buffer number within the PMU main machine.

   3. No. of Word identifies the block size by the number of words when communicated.  Block ID

     and Station number is selected according with the communication desired PLC.

- Transfer Data Setup

     1. Add: Enter items according to the Edit Mode and specify Buffer number, No. of Word, Block ID,

            and the STATION No..

   2.Delete: Delete the appropriate items.

   3.“Transfer Data Setup” has Buffer No., No. of Word, Block ID.

   Buffer No. is the system buffer within the main machine and specifies the buffer to receive the data.

   No. of Word indicates the block size by the number of words communicated.

   Block ID is selected according to the PLC communication is desired.  Selection of the STATION number is
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not necessary, even if the user does not enter the number, the main machine will send to your STATION

number.

Select N:N Local - For N:N Communication, it is the communication method between PMUs in which case

uses Fnet communication.

This is the same as selecting 1:1 communication Fnet.

Please refer Fnet for the selection method.

Select N:N Master - For N:N Communication, it is the communication method between one PMU and one or

more PLC.

The communication method is serial communication using RS-422, and RS-

422Communiation Link is selected in the Select Master of the main machine.

��� First select PLC (Same as selecting Serial)

��� Master Setup

Screen Description

PLC Type - Shows the currently selected PLC type
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Edit Mode:

��� Add Mode: Add a new buffer number in the current entered number.

��� Modify Mode: Modify the buffer number in the current entered number.

Select Data Received/Transfer

��� Enter:  Items can be entered or edited according to the Edit Mode and the buffer number, Word, Block ID, and

STATION no must be specified.

��� Delete: Deletes the appropriate Data.

��� Buffer No. is the system buffer number in the PMU main machine

     No. of Word indicates the block size by the number of words communicated.

     Block id and Station No. is selected according with the communication desired PLC.

     PLC Device has restrictions as to the contact points selected for each PLC, please refer to

     the Communication Manual.

     The selected PLC Device receives and sends data to the selected PMU buffer.

     Station No. specifies the Station number of the communication desired PLC.
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User defined Protocol     

                   - The user defined Protocol is used when PMU-200/300/600 series

                   communicates with external machines, and the external communication protocol

                   is set to the PMU-200/300/600 series.

  What is Communication Protocol?

  It is the communication method to read/write data between machines.

Item Standards

Interface RS232C/RS-485

Communication Method Half-Duplex system, Asynchronous method

Baud rate 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200 bps

Data Types

Parity Bit: Even, Odd, None

Data Bit: 7, 8 Bit

Stop Bit: 1, 2 Bit

Maximum Frame Size: 128 Byte

Configuration

- Maximum 8 Multi Drop Connections

- Connection possible with other communication machine with RS-232C,

 RS-422 communication port.

- Communication possible 1:1, 1:N (only for RS-422)

- Communication possible 1:1, 1:N between PMU-300, PMU-200

 ( Master/Slave Method)

Creation Method

By using the PMU Master Protocol Editor, select the PMU-200/300/600 series

external communication protocol.

- Created Frame File --> Transfer to PMU Series
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Item Standards

Frame Editor

- All frames can be formed by asycronous ASCII CODE communication

 method

- One Frame configuration

•  Divide into Maximum 8 segments

•  User Data Maximum 4 segments

�� e.) SD1:  Station No. 2 byte

    SD2:  max. 20 byte Device

    SD3:  2 byte Word Count

    SD4:  128 byte Data

          (Data Sent in WRITE)

    RD1:  Station NO. 2 byte

    RD2:  Data (Data Received in READ)

•Variable BCC Check Method (SUM, MUL, XOR, Basic Method)

•  Maximum 128 byte size

- Create 4 frames per channel

•  READ ENQ

•  READ ACK

•  WRITE ENQ

•  WRITE ACJK

Select Serial Link

- Selection of 8 blocks possible for each receive/send

- Station No: Select station number of Master machine between 0-31 for

 transfer/receive

- Device: Select the internal device name for the PLC

- Buffer No.: Select the internal buffer number of PMU

- No. of Word : Maximum 32 words possible per word unit
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- User defined Protocol Communication Installation Method

This explains the installation method of communicating with external machines through the Protocol Communication

Method using Frame Editor in PMU Master Software.

The following explanation is based on PMU-600 Series.

- Run Project Manager

- Select “File(F)”

Select “Change PMU Type(T)”

Select the type to create
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Run “Project Manager”

Select “Editor(T)”

Select “Editor(T) " Link Editor(L)”

Select “Link Setup ” (User defined Protocol)
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  - The Screen below appears when “Serial LINK Setup” is selected.

- The screen below appears when “Frame List” is selected.
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Frame List:

This is the section to select the Protocol to transmit the specified contents of the Serial Link Setup.

Note 1)  What is Master Select?

   MASTER

Slave Slave       Slave Variable

        Machines

Note 2) Example of Serial Select:

The screen below shows the case when the contents are selected for PMU communication with external

Master machines (PLC, etc.)

Above Picture

PLC              "    PMU                  PLC        #       PMU

    D0000 ~ D0004(5Words)  "  100 Buffer       Y00030-31(2Word)    #      304  Buffer

Note 3) Frame List Select Items

- Word READ Request (PMU=> Master Machine)

  Select the frame that demands the data to be received from the Master machine to PMU.

- Word READ Response (PMU<= Master Machine)

PMU
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  After demand of the data to be received, select the frame that receives from the Master

           Machine.

- Word WRITE Request (PMU=> Master Machine)

  Select the frame that sends the data from PMU to Master Machine.

- Word WRITE Response (PMU <=Master Machine)

 After the data is sent, select the frame that receives from the Master Machine.

Please Refer to the screens below according to type.

- Word READ Request (PMU =>Master Machine)

- Word READ Response (PMU<=Master Machine)
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- Word WRITE Request (PMU=>Master Machine)

- Word WRITE Response (PMU<=Master Machine)

Note 4) Frame List Type Description

��� Header, Tail

Select the Frame Header and Tail.

The contents for Header and Tail are as follows.
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Select
ACSII

Select
Select

ACSII

Select
Select

ACSII

Select
Select

ASCII

Select

STX 0x02 ETX 0x03 EOT 0x04 ACK 0x06

NAK 0x15 SOH 0x01 ENQ 0x05 BEL 0x07

BS 0x08 HT 0x09 LF 0x0A VT 0x0B

DLE 0x10 DC1 0x11 DC2 0x12 DC3 0x13

DC4 0x14 SYN 0x16 ETB 0x17 : 0x3A

FF 0x0C CR 0x0D SO 0xOE S1 0xOF

  To enter,  place “[ ]” parentheses around the content i.e. [ENQ]

For Tail, [BCC] can be entered, this is the value selected appropriate for the content selected

for BCC in the next box.

        2) BCC Select

This selection applies when BCC is entered in the Tail section.

The basic selection is the SUM of H[1]~T[BCC-1].

Thus, BCC is the sum from after the Header to the point before the BCC of Tail.

Other than the standard selection, BCC can be selected through SUM, MUL, XOR in which case the

range of data to be calculated must be specified with h for Header, for Segment, and for Tail.

For instance,

If BCC is three segments after the header, then BCC is specified as h[1]~s[3].

- Example: Non-Protocol Select

The details below explain when the Protocol Communication is selected, and how to define the

type READ(Request, Response) WRITE(Request, Response) from the Frame List,.

•  Master Machine Communication Module: MJ71UC24

•  PMU Type: PMU Series (PMU-200/300/600)

Master Machine Communication Module: MJ1UC24 Protocol

        1.General Use
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 - The station No. and number of data is selected with hexadecimal value.

 - BCC is the sum of the data from the Station No. to EOT.

 - Excluding the Master Code, all data should be changed and set to ASCII.

 - Communication Mode Switch for RS232C is 1, and for RS422 is 5.

 - Select FF for PC No., and 0 for WAIT.

 

PMU =>MJ71UC24

ENQ
Station.No

2

PC No.

2

Command

2

WAIT

1

DATA

n

BCC

2

PMU<=MJ7UC24 (READ: Normal)

STX
Station No.

2

PC No.

2

DATA

n
ETX

BCC

2

          PMU <=MJ71UC24 (WRITE: Normal)

ACK
Station No.

2

PC No.

2

PMU <= MJ71UC24 (Abnormal)

NAK
Station No.

2

PC No.

2
Error Code

! Example for Defining a Frame
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- Word READ Request (PMU=>Master Machine)

ENQ
StationNo.

2

FF

1

QR

2

0

1

Device Address

7

No. of Data

2

BCC

2

- Word READ Response (PMU<=Master Machine)

STX
ID No.

2

FF

2

Data = 4* Data

n
ETX

BCC

2
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- Word WRITE Request (PMU=>Master Machine)

ENQ

ID No.

2

FF

2

QW

2

0

1

Device

Address

7

No. of

Data

2

: :

Data

4

BCC

2

- Word WRITE Response (PMU=> Master Machine)

ACK
ID No.

2

FF

2
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 9-1. N TAG (Numeric Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

��It will indicate on the screen of the main machine, the value of the system’s buffer data at the actual time.

��When it is in Decimal it will indicate a maximum of 10 places and when it is in BCD or HEX it will indicate a

maximum of 8 places.  The two methods of indicating the data are by absolute value and in relative value.

��When the indication method is of relative value, and the specified buffer data goes beyond the top inch and

bottom inch, it will flicker.

��You will be able to determine the indicated data’s decimal point position.

��For alignment methods, there is Left Alignment, Right Alignment, and by Right Alignment filling the empty

spaces by zero.

 

 PMU-200 Numeric Tag Screen
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PMU-300/600 Numeric Tag Screen

You are able to specify the character color and background color of the data being indicated.

�Screen Indication Explanation

�Tag Specification

Name:  The head of the name begins with the letter “N”, with a maximum of four letters (in   English or

numbers).

Buffer:  The data that is indicated on screen is the “house” number for the saved system buffer.

�Data Form

Absolute Value:  It shows the specified buffer value as it is.

Relative Value:  It shows the specified buffer value’s maximum value and minimum value after Scaling.

Reference:  For example, if the data’s type is DEC signed 16 bit, maximum value 100,

minimum value -100 then...
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In the case of the DEC signed 16 bit, the smallest value is -32768, and the largest value is

32767.

Like the picture below, if the system’s buffer data is 32767 with a maximum value of 100 it will

be indicated on screen and the system’s buffer data is -32768, on screen it will indicate -100.

             32767

                                      Maximum Value: 100

Minimum Value: -100

             -32768

�Range [The value establishment indication method is only capable when it is in the relative value]

Due to the maximum value and minimum value, the internal system buffer value will be scaled, in which you

must specify the maximum value as a bigger value than the minimum value.

When the data type is DEC signed 16 bit, you must enter the maximum value and the minimum value by the

decimal, thus you must establish the value between -32768 and 32767.

��If the DEC unsigned 16bit, enter the maximum value and minimum value by decimal and establish the

value between 0 and 65535.

��If the HEX 16bit , the enter the maximum value and the minimum value by decimal and establish the

value between 0 and FFFF.

�Upper limit, Lower Limit [the value indication method is only capable when the value is of relative value]

When the interior buffer value is more than the Upper limit and less then the Lower limit, the data indicated

on screen will flicker.  You must specify the Upper limit as a bigger value than the Lower limit.

Under the Data Type, the Upper limit and Lower limit’s specification is the same as the maximum value and

the minimum value.
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�Data Type

The Data Form indicated on screen is specified and indicated as the below chart.

  DATA FORM       DATA TYPE    NUMBER CATAGORY

Decimal signed 16bit        �32768 ~ 32767

Decimal unsigned 16bit              0 ~ 65535

Decimal signed 32bit   �2147483648 ~ 2147483647

Decimal unsigned 32bit              0 ~ 4294967295

BCD 16 bit              0 ~ 9999

BCD 32 bit              0 ~ 99999999

Hexa 16 bit              0 ~ FFFF

Absolute Value

Hexa 32 bit              0 ~ FFFFFFFF

Decimal signed 16bit        �32768 ~ 32767

Decimal unsigned 16bit               0 ~ 65535Relative Value

Hexa 16bit               0 ~ FFFF
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�Attribute [Applicable for PMU-200.]

It establishes the Attribute of the data being indicated.

Normal:  There is no Attribute of indication. (character:  white, background color:  black)

Blink:  The indicated data’s character color interchanges from white to black during a certain

       interval of time.

Toggle:  The indicated data’s character color and background color interchanges.

Reverse:  The indicated data’s character color in reversed from the Normal appearance.  (character:

black, background color: white)

Reverse Blink:  While the data is in the Reverse situation, it also blinks.

                  Normal                    Reverse

                  

                            Toggle

                             Blink

                          Reverse Blink

� �

�

�

�

�

�

� �
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�Attribute [Applicable for PMU-300]

It establishes the Attribute of the data being indicated.

Normal: There is no Attribute of indication.

Blink: The indicated data’s character color interchanges from white to black during a certain interval of time.

Toggle: The indicated data’s character color and background color interchanges during a certain interval of

time.

! The Blinking rate and the Toggle rate, can be modified and altered at the system’s main frame.

(100~9990ms)

 �Color [Applicable for PMU-300]

It establishes the color of the data being indicated.

Foreground:  It is the indicated data’s character color.

Background:  It is the indicated data’s background color.

When the Attribute is Blink, the indicated data’s character color becomes interchanged by the foreground color

and the background color.  When the Attribute is Toggle, the character color and the background color, both

at the same time becomes interchanged by the foreground color and the background color.

Blink Example)

      Foreground Color                  Background Color

Toggle Example)

      Foreground Color                    Background Color

�Attribute [Applicable for PMU-600]

It establishes the Attribute of the data being indicated.

��

�� �
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Normal: There is no Attribute of indication.

Blink: The indicated data’s character color interchanges from white to black during a certain interval of time.

Toggle: The indicated data’s character color and background color interchanges during a certain interval of

time.

! The Blinking rate and the Toggle rate, can be modified and altered at the system’s main frame.

(100~9990ms)

�Color [Applicable for PMU-600]

It establishes the color of the data being indicated.

Foreground:  It is the indicated data’s character color.

Background:  It is the indicated data’s background color.

When the Attribute is Blink, the indicated data’s character color becomes interchanged by the foreground color

and the background color.  When the Attribute is Toggle, the character color and the background color, both

at the same time becomes interchanged by the foreground color and the background color.

Blink Example)

      Foreground Color                  Background Color

Toggle Example)

      Foreground Color                    Background Color

�Indication

The data indicated on screen, of its Digit means the total number of places.

The decimal number is the numbers below the decimal point of the total numbers that you wish

to specify.

��

�� �
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The data of the interior main frame cannot be decimal point managed.  Merely, the data value

indicated on screen can be indicated by a decimal point.

Example)  Data 3456123,   Digit 7, Decimal point 3

If the data type is Decimal signed 16bit or Decimal signed 32bit, the total indication place is actually

one place more than the Digit number. (Where the code should be inserted)

Example)  Data type Decimal signed 16bit, Digit Number 8

�Enlargement

Enlargement is the indication number size and you can specify the width and height.

The width and height can be enlarged by a maximum of eight times.

�Align

Align Method is the method to indicate the data within the specified place number.

You can align to the left, to the right, and to fulfill by zero.

Left Alignment:  It is to assemble the data toward the left, within the specified place number.

Right Alignment:  It is to assemble the data toward the right, within the specified place number.

0 Supperss:  It is to align the data toward the right, while filling the blank left places with zero.

�If the data is bigger than the specified place number, the larger place value with not be shown.

Example)  Data 12345,  Digit 3

� � ��������

							���

� � 
��������

� ���

���

� � � � � � � � � � ���
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9-2. T TAG (Touch Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X O O

This tag is only applicable for the PMU-300/600 Series

��Once the touch territory is established on screen, by the touch enter, you may execute Bit or Word

manufacture, or Special Functions.

��Touch Tag ,

 Can be used for Momentary Switch, On Switch, Off Switch, Alternate Switch that is used to manufacture a bit.

      Can be used as a switch to move the following word data.

      Decimal 16 bit, BCD 16bit, Hexa 16bit, Increment Hexa 16 bit, Decrement Hexa 16 bit,

       Increment BCD 16 bit, and Decrement BCD 16 bit

  Can be carried out as a switch to be used for the following special functions.

Previous Screen Call , Original Screen Call , S/W Reset, Run Quit, Alarm Summary

Printing the screen while Run of Special Functions is only applicable for PMU- 600.

Touch Tag Function Establishment

[PMU-300 Touch Tag Display Screen]
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[PMU-600 Touch Tag display Screen]

�Tag Name

The first letter always starts with a “T” with a maximum of four letters or numbers.

�Function

The establishment of the Touch Tag can be divided into three major functions.

     Bit Control

     Word Control

                      Special Function

�Block Condition Establishment [Only applicable for PMU-600]

It has the function to establishing the existence of the Touch motions, which the block condition is

established and the block condition is completed, the touch motions can be stopped.

Bit

Bit Control is to enter the established touch key, which the specified buffer, and specified bit can

be manufactured.
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�Buffer Specification

Buffer:  It is the buffer to be manufactured when the Touch Key is pressed

Bit:  It is the bit to be manufactured when the specified buffer’s touch key is pressed. (0-15)

�Run Method

There are five different ways to establish Run Method

     Momentary:  �When the touch key is held down the specified bit will be“1”,

 when released the bit will be “0”.

 �The previous value will not be established unless it is pressed.

      ON:  When the touch key is pressed the specified bit will be “1”.

      OFF:  When the touch key is pressed the specified bit will be “0”.

 Alternate:  Each time the touch key is pressed, the specified bit is alternately set and

reset

 Comparison:  When the touch key is pressed the comparison buffer and the specified

value will coincide the condition then the specified bit will be “1”.

�Expression

Can be established only when the Run Method is Comparison.

 When the Run Method is Comparison, the compared buffer and the specified  value’s

relationship will be coincided with the operator and the specified bit will be “1”.

There are six types of operator, which are <, >, =, �, 	, 
.

For example, when the specified value of the comparison buffer value is 100 and the specified

value is 200, and the operator is “>” the Run result not coincide.  Thus, even though the touch key

is entered, the bit will not be manufactured.
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The comparison buffer must be over 201 for the result to coincide and the touch key is entered for

the bit to be manufactured.

�Show Press

While in Run, when the Show Press is selected the corresponding touch territory will be pressed

then automatically XOR will be indicated.

�Buzzer Beep

While touch enter, a buzzer can be established to be sounded.

The buzzer sound’s volume can be changed at the main frame menu of ‘System Establish’ at the

‘First Stage Establishment’.

Word

�Specified Buffer

It is the specified value and the buffer value, which the buffer is to be specified when the touch

key is entered.

�Method of Word Specification

There are two ways to specify a method. They are, Direct and Indirect.

The Direct method uses the specified data’s value of the specified buffer when the touch key is

entered.

The Indirect method uses the buffer number’s data of the specified buffer when the touch key is

entered.

Direct Method (Specified Data)

If the method of specification is Direct, the category to be established of the specified data’s

value will be used as the touch key is entered.
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Indirect Method (Specified Buffer)

If the method of specification is Indirect, the number of the category to be established and the

value of the given buffer will be used for the specified buffer as the touch key is entered.

�Data Type

The Data Type is the data form that is saved for the specified buffer.

Decimal 16 bit (0�65535)

The specified buffer and the buffer number is recognized as in decimal, which is saved under the

specified buffer.

BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

The Direct Method of the specified data or the Indirect Method of the buffer number’s data will be

recognized as the BCD value and used as the specified buffer.

In this situation the letters A�F cannot be used in the specified data and when the buffer
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number points to the data of hexadecimal the letters A�F are included, which cannot be used

for the specified buffer.

Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is the Direct Method, the entered specified data is recognized as hexadecimal

and the specified buffer will be used.

When the method is Indirect Method, the specified data of the buffer number will be used as the

specified buffer.

In this situation, the conclusion will be the same as Decimal 16 bit.

Increment Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be added to the specified buffer.

Each data is recognized as hexadecimal.

Decrement Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be deleted from the specified buffer.

Each data is recognized as hexadecimal.

Increment BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be added to the specified buffer.

Each data will be recognized as BCD and when the data value is shown the letters A�F will be

included the delay will not happen.

Decrement BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be deleted from the specified buffer.

Each data will be recognized as BCD and when the data value is shown the letters A�F will be

included the delay will not happen.

�Show Press, Buzzer Beep
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The method is the same when buffer is specified.

Special

For Special Functions there are Previous Screen , Original Screen, S/W Reset,

Run Exit, Alarm Summary, and Print Screen.

The functions Show Press, Buzzer Beep, and Press Color are the same.

�Previous Screen

While in Run, you can call up and convert to the previous screen.  You may call up a maximum of

10 screens.

To call up previous screens continuously, each paged screen must be touch tag registered.

�Original Screen

It is the function to move back to the original screen from the called up previous screen.

The original screen is the very first screen which called up the previous screen.

�S/W Reset

It is the function of which the internal system buffer’s used value is initialized.

The Clock and Date of the related buffer are not influenced.

�Run Exit

It is the function to end the Run mode and enter into the main menu.

�Alarm Summary

While in Run if an alarm is sounded, then it will show the saved Alarm Summary Screen.
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After reading the alarm, if you press the Cancel Touch Key on screen, then it will go back to the Run

mode.

In this situation, you may not select Show Press.

�Print Screen (Only applicable for PMU-600)

While in Run, if you press the touch key, the screen in Run will be printed.

Print Screen is also capable when connected it to the key board, by pressing “Print Screen”.

The following are cautious you should take heed in when establishing the touch of the PMU-300/600.

��Touch territories should not be over lapped when registered.

If you register the tag as it is over lapping the two touch tags will not operate properly.

��The touch territory’s unit should be a minimum of width 20 and height 20.

Thus, when registering the touch, a width, height 20 dot snap shot fixation is the best.
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9-3. F TAG (Function Key Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

��The function keys located on the main frame act as Bit or Word Manipulation and Special Functions as

entered.

��Function Key Tag ,

 Can be used for Momentary Switch, On Switch, Off Switch, Alternate Switch which is used to manufacture a

bit.

  Can be used as a switch to move the following word data.

      Decimal 16 bit, BCD 16bit, Hexa 16bit, Increment Hexa 16 bit, Decrement Hexa 16 bit,

       Increment BCD 16 bit, and Decrement BCD 16 bit

  Can be carried out as a switch to be used for the following special functions.

Previous Screen , Original Screen , S/W Reset, Run Quit, Alarm Summary, and Print Screen

              PMU-200 Function Key Location               PMU-300 Function Key Location

       Function Key

           Function Key

      PMU-600 Function Key Location

     Function Key
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Function Key Tag’s Function Establishment

�Tag Specification [Applicable for PMU-200]

Name:

The beginning of the word starts with the letter ‘F’ automatically and the user may allow up to four

letters or numbers (total 5 letters).

Function Key:

��It allows the specification of the function key and there are a total of 15.

��Can choose between F1-F10, �,,�,�, ENTER.

Warnings

��Function Key MENU:

 At the main frame, while establishing the menu it enables you to move to the previous menu.

While in Run, the Function Keys are the keys located at the bottom, and the F1�F10 keys can

be used as TEN KEY or as general function keys.

 Thus, when pressed the T/K LED is lighted and the TEN KEY begets the function of the Function

Key.  When pressing MENU again, the T/K LED light turns off and the function key’s function

key tag can be specified.

��Function Key SHIFT:

 This is used when the TEN KEY is used as the F1�F10 at the bottom.

 When you press the bottom function keys, then such as the bottom, it will be used as a TEN KEY.
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  FUNCTION KEY
GENERAL

(TEN KEY MODE)

When pressed with the SHIFT key

(TEN KEY MODE)

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

A(HEXA)

B(HEXA)

C(HEXA)

D(HEXA)

E(HEXA)

F(HEXA)

(When entering a negative number)

CLEAR (Key Indication Tag Contents)

Function Key Tag’s Function Establishment

�Tag Specification [Applicable for PMU-300]

Name:

The beginning of the word starts with the letter ‘F’ automatically and the user may allow up to four

letters or numbers (total 5 letters).

Function Key:

��It allows the specification of the function key and there are a total of 15.

��The Function Key is granted and out of the following 14 you can specify which keys.  The

following 14 keys are:  F1-F10, ENTER, UP, DOWN, ESC.

�Function
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The establishment of the function key tag has three major roles.

   Bit Control Function, Word Control Function, and Special Function

�Tag Specification [Applicable for PMU-600]

Name:

The beginning of the word starts with the letter ‘F’ automatically and the user may allow up to four

letters or numbers (total 5 letters).

Function Key:

��It allows the specification of the function key and there are a total of 12.

��Can be chosen between F1-F12.

�Function

The establishment of the function key tag has three major roles.

   Bit Control Function, Word Control Function, and Special Function

Bit

Bit Control is to enter the established touch key which the specified buffer and specified bit can be manufactured.

        �Buffer Specification
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Buffer: It is the buffer to be manufactured when the Function Key is pressed

Bit: It is the bit to be manufactured when the specified buffer’s Function key is pressed. (0-15)

�Run Method

There are five different ways to establish Run Method

     Momentary:  �When the function key is pressed the specified bit will be“1”,

 when released the bit will be “0”.

 �The previous value will not be established unless it is pressed.

     ON:  When the function key is pressed the specified bit will be “1”.

     OFF:  When the function key is pressed the specified bit will be “0”.

Alternate:  Each time the function key is pressed the specified bit is alternate set and reset.

Comparison: When the function key is pressed the comparison buffer and the specified value

will coincide the expression option then the specified bit will be “1”.

�Expression

Can be established only when the Run Method is Comparison.

 When the Run Method is Comparison, the compared buffer and the specified value’s relationship

will be coincided with the operator and the specified bit will be “1”.

There are six types of operator, which are <, >, =, �, 	, 
.

For example, when the specified value of the comparison buffer value is 100 and the specified

value is 200, and the operator is “>” the Run result not coincide.  Thus, even though the function

key is entered, the bit will not be manufactured.

The comparison buffer must be over 201 for the result to coincide and the function key is entered

for the bit to be manufactured.

�Buzzer Beep

While function key enter, a buzzer can be established to be sounded.

The buzzer sound’s volume can be changed at the main frame menu of ‘System Establish’ at the

‘First Stage Establishment’.
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Word

�Specified Buffer

It is the specified value and the buffer value, which the buffer is to be specified when the function

key is entered.

�Method of Word Specification

There are two ways to specify a method.  They are direct and indirect.

The Direct method uses the specified data’s value of the specified buffer when the function key

is entered.

The Indirect method uses the buffer number’s data of the specified buffer when the function key

is entered.

Direct Method (Specified Data)

If the method of specification is Direct, the category to be established of the specified data’s

value will be used as the function key is entered.

Indirect Method (Specified Buffer)

If the method of specification is Indirect, the number of the category to be established and the

value of the given buffer will be used for the specified buffer as the function key is entered.
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�Data Type

The Data Type is the data form that is saved for the specified buffer.

Decimal 16 bit (0�65535)

The specified buffer and the buffer number is recognized as in decimal, which is saved under the

specified buffer.

BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

The Direct Method of the specified data or the Indirect Method of the buffer number’s data will be

recognized as the BCD value and used as the specified buffer.

In this situation the letters A�F cannot be used in the specified data and when the buffer

number points to the data of hexadecimal the letters A�F are included, which cannot be used

for the specified buffer.

Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is the Direct Method, the entered specified data is recognized as hexadecimal

and the specified buffer will be used.

When the method is Indirect Method, the specified data of the buffer number will be used as the

specified buffer.

In this situation, the conclusion will be the same as Decimal 16 bit.

Increment Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect
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Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be added to the specified buffer.

Each data is recognized as hexadecimal.

Decrement Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be deleted from the specified buffer.

Each data is recognized as hexadecimal.

Increment BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be added to the specified buffer.

Each data will be recognized as BCD and when the data value is shown the letters A�F will be

included the result will not happen.

Decrement BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect

Method then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be deleted from the specified buffer.

Each data will be recognized as BCD and when the data value is shown the letters A�F will be

included the result will not happen.

�Show Press, Buzzer Beep

The method is the same when buffer is specified.

Special

For Special Functions there are Previous Screen , Original Screen , S/W Reset, Run Exit, Alarm

Summary, and Print Screen.

The functions Buzzer Beep is the same.
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�Previous Screen

While in Run, you can call up and convert to the previous screen.  You may call up a maximum of

10 screens.

To call up previous screens continuously, each paged screen must be Function Key tag registered.

�Original Screen

It is the function to move back to the original screen from the called up previous screen.

The original screen is the very first screen which called up the previous screen.

�S/W Reset

It is the function of which the internal system buffer’s used value is initialized.

The Clock and Date of the related buffer are not influenced.

�Run Exit

It is the function to end the operation mode and enter into the main menu.

�Alarm Summary

While in Run if an alarm is sounded, then it will show the saved Alarm Summary Screen.

After reading the alarm, if you press the Cancel Touch Key on screen, then it will go back to the Run

mode.

In this situation, you may not select Show Press.

�Print Screen (Only applicable for PMU-600)

While in Run, if you press the touch key, the screen in operation will be printed.

Print Screen is also capable when connected it to the key board, by pressing “Print Screen”.
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9-4. W TAG (Buffer Write Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

��According to the condition option, you may write the specified system buffer or operate the specific bit.

 

��Keep in mind that when the screen converts, the converted screen’s buffer write and tag automatically

operates.

 

��Buffer Write Tag

 You are able to select the condition option.

 0 �1:  The specified buffer’s bit changes from OFF to ON and operates

 1 �0:  The specified buffer’s bit changes from ON to OFF and operates

 1�0:  The specified buffer’s bit changes and operates

   You may create the bit by the following steps.

            ON:  According to the condition option the bit is ON

            OFF:  According to the condition option the bit is OFF

            Alternate:  According to the condition option the bit is reversed

Comparison Set:  When the condition option and the comparison option are both satisfied

the bit is ON

The type of data that are handled when creating word are the following.

Decimal 16 bit, Hexa 16 bit, BCD 16 bit,
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Increment Hexa 16 bit, Decrement Hexa 16 bit, Increment BCD 16 bit, Decrement BCD 16 bit

Buffer Write Tag’s Establishment Category

�Specification

Name:  The first letter always begins with the letter “W” with a maximum of four letters or numbers of

the tag name is granted.

Buffer:  It is to save the buffer to be used for the condition option.

        According to this buffer, the buffer write operates.

Bit:  It is to save the bit to be used for the condition option.

 When this bit and the condition option coincides with each other then the buffer write  will be

accomplished.

�Condition

The buffer write will be executed when the specified buffer’s specified bit are in some condition.  There

are three conditions and they are:

��0�1:  The specified buffer’s specified bit changes from 0 to 1 to be executed.

��0�1:  The specified buffer’s specified bit changes from 1 to 0 to be executed.

��0 �1:  The specified buffer’s specified bit is changed from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1 to

be executed.

�Function

The buffer writing manufacturing method is in the Bit and Word.

Bit manipulation is only manufacturing the optional bit where as word manipulation is writing the buffer

value or other buffers onto the optional bit.
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Bit

According to the Bit Manipulation the buffer write conditions and the saved buffer’s saved bit can be ON,

OFF, or Reversed.

�Specification

Buffer:  A saved buffer is the target for the buffer write, which will be manufactured.

Bit:  A saved bit is when the Bit Manipulation is conducted for the buffer write.

�Operation Method

The Run method is the method of manufacturing the saved bit.  There are four different methods.

��ON:  According to the Run option, it allows the saved buffer’s saved bit to turn ON.

��OFF:  According to the Run option, it allows the saved buffer’s saved bit to turn OFF.

��Alternate:  According to the Run option, it reverses the saved buffer’s saved bit.

 When the saved bit’s value is 0, then it is changed to 1 and vice versa.

��Comparison Set:  When the Run option is operated and the comparison buffer and the saved

value’s relationship is corresponding with the delay character, the saved buffer’s saved bit is turned

ON.

�Operator

This establishment is used only when the Run method is in Comparison Set.

When the Run method is Comparison Set, the comparison buffer and the specified value must

coincide with the Operator in order for the Run option’s Bit Manipulation to happen.

��Comparison Buffer:  This is the buffer number to be compared.
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��Operator: There are six different types of characters to be compared.  They are <, >, =, 	, 
.

��Specified Value: This is the data value to be compared with the comparison buffer.  This value is

in decimal and can be from 0 to 65535.

For Example,

If the comparison buffer is 250 and the specified value is 123, with a operator of >...If the 250 buffer’s

saved value is 100, “100>123 (False)” happen.  Thus, even though the buffer write does actually

operate, the bit manipulation does not happen.  Therefore, the in order for the bit manipulation to

operate the 250 buffer ‘s value must exceed 123.

Word

According to the Run option, when the buffer write begins to operate.  Then when the method of Run

is Direct, at the saved data, if the method of Run is Indirect, at the saved buffer, will the specified

buffer’s number is be written.

�Usage

For specification method, there are Direct method and Indirect method.

�Direct (Specification Data)

For this situation, the saved buffer and the specified data must be established in order for the

established specific data to be used as the saved buffer.

When there is an Increment or a Decrement, the specific data will be used as the saved buffer and the

data to be calculated.

�Indirect (Specified Buffer)

In this situation the buffer number and the saved buffer must be established for the established buffer
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number’s data to be used as a saved buffer.

If the data type is Increment or Decrement the saved buffer will be used as the Attribute data.

�Data Type

It is the type of data which the specified data is written on the saved buffer, or the buffer number is

used as the specified buffer’s data.

The following are the Data Types used.

Decimal 16 bit (0�65535)

The specified data or the buffer number’s data are recognized as decimal, which is saved at the

saved buffer.

BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

The Direct Method of the specified data or the Indirect Method of the buffer number’s data will be

recognized as the BCD value and used as the specified buffer.  In this situation, the letters A�F

cannot be used in the specified data and when the buffer number points to the data of hexadecimal

the letters A�F are included, which cannot be used for the specified buffer.

Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is the Direct Method, the entered specified data is recognized as hexadecimal and

the specified buffer will be used.

When the method is Indirect Method, the specified data of the buffer number will be used as the

specified buffer.

In this situation, the conclusion will be the same as Decimal 16 bit.

Increment Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)
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When the method is Direct Method then the specified data and when the method is Indirect Method

then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be added to the specified buffer.

Each data is recognized as hexadecimal.

Decrement Hexa 16 bit (0�FFFF)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect Method

then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be deleted from the specified buffer.

Each data is recognized as hexadecimal.

Increment BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect Method

then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be added to the specified buffer.

Each data will be recognized as BCD and when the data value is Hexa then the letters A�F will be

included which result will not happen.

Decrement BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the method is Direct Method then the specified data, and when the method is Indirect Method

then the specified buffer’s pointed data will be deleted from the specified buffer.

Each data will be recognized as BCD and when the data value is Hexa then the letters A�F will be

included which result will not happen.
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9-5. A TAG (Auxiliary Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

��It is the function where the user can call up the already created assistant screen onto the standard

screen.

��There are two methods in specifying the assistant screen to be called up in the Assistant Tag.

 Direct Method: According to the condition, the specified assistant screen is called up.  There are two

ways in drawing the assistant screen, which are REPLACE and XOR.

                 For the Direct Method, to call up the assistant screen there are two indication choices.

��0�1:  When the specified buffer’s specified bit is turned ON from OFF, the assistant screen

will be indicated.

��1�0:  When the specified buffer’s specified bit is turned OFF from ON, the assistant screen

will be indicated.

Indirect Method:  The assistant screen gets called up according to the specified buffer’s data.

Therefore, when the data changes so does the assistant screen.

The assistant screen will get over drawn the standard screen. (REPLACE function)

Establishment Category

�Specification

Name:  The first letter of the name automatically begins with the letter “A”.  The tag name may be

up to four letters or numbers.

�Tag Usage

There are two methods in calling up the Assistant Tag.

Direct:

When the specified buffer and the specified bit’s Condition coincides, then the assistant screen
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number corresponding to the assistant screen will be indicated.

When the Condition is canceled, the assistant screen indicated on screen will disappear.

You may use the REPLACE or XOR method to indicate the assistant screen.

��REPLACE:

 When the Condition coincides then the picture to be drawn on the background of the assistant screen

will be replaced.

 Thus, the picture to drawn on the background will have no affect when the assistant screen is

indicated.

 In this method, when the Condition is canceled, the assistant screen will disappear and the original

background screen will reappear.  Therefore, this method is slower than the XOR method.

��XOR:

When the Condition coincides, on the background picture XOR will be indicated on the

assistant screen.

In this method, if there is a colored figure on the background the assistant screen to be indicated

will show a different color than the original color of the user created assistant screen.

However, the positive aspect is that the XOR method is quicker than the REPLACE method in the

assistant screen’s Attribute and distribute.

Thus, it is better to use the XOR method if there are lines, squares, circles, or ovals to be colored.
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Indirect:

The assistant screen’s specified buffer’s data becomes the called up assistant screen’s number.

The assistant screen is indicated at the same place, then the assistant screen specified buffer’s

data changes, and then the corresponding assistant screen gets called up.

��If the specified buffer’s data does not exist then the assistant screen’s number will not change.

��The assistant screen to be called up will continuously be over written on the previous assistant

screen.

 Therefore, if the previous assistant screen is bigger than the called up assistant screen, then the

screen will not be completely erased.

Direct Method

The Direct Method is when the specified bit is changed to 1 from 0 or it is changed to 0 from 1

(Condition), then the established assistant screen will be shown.

�Buffer

This is the buffer in which the Condition is to be compared with a bit.

�Bit

It is to be compared with the Condition.

�Condition

It is the option in which to call up the established assistant screen when the specified buffer’s
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specified bit is in which condition.

There are two Conditions.

��0�1:

When the specified bit is changed to 1 from 0 the assistant screen gets called up.

When the specified bit goes back to 0 from 1 then the assistant screen disappears.

(Before the assistant screen is called, the background picture will reappear)

��0�1:

When the specified bit is changed to 0 from 1 the assistant screen gets called up.

When the specified bit goes back to 1 from 0 then the assistant screen disappears.

(Before the assistant screen is called, the background picture will reappear)

�Assistant Screen Number

When the method is Direct Method, it is to be the called up assistant screen number.

When the Condition coincides then the screen will appear, and when canceled the screen will

disappear.  Therefore the assistant screen will be XOR at the standard screen.

�Display Mode

There are two methods of indication.

��REPLACE

When the assistant screen is indicated on screen, the background pictures have no relationship.

This method is useful when creating and calling up the Ten Key screen (Assistant Screen 900�999).

��XOR

When the assistant screen is indicated, the background pictures are faced with XOR.

When there is no created assistant screen with the accomplished figures (line, square, circle, oval, pie,

and arc) it is best to use this method.

When using the PMU-600 Series, the PAINT function will not be called.

Indirect Method of Establishment

According to the assistant screen specific buffer’s data, the called up assistant screen buffer data’s

value is changed.
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Assistant Screen Specification Buffer

It is the buffer in which the assistant screen is to be called upon the standard screen.

This buffer is the data’s assistant screen number.

If there is no existing assistant screen, then nothing will appear on the standard screen.
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9-6. S TAG (Symbol Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

��It is for the user to call up the desired symbol, already created, onto the standard screen.

��Symbol Tag is,

According to the specified optional buffer’s bit the symbol is called upon the standard screen.

There are two options of indication for the specified bit.

��0�1:  When the specified buffer is changed to ON from OFF the symbol is called.

��1�0:  When the specified buffer is changed to OFF from ON the symbol is called.

To call up the desired symbol, you may use the Direct Method or the Indirect Method to specify your

symbol.

The Direct Method is when the specified buffer’s specified data coincides with the Condition, then the

established symbol corresponds to the symbol’s specified number which is called.

The Indirect Method is when the specified buffer’s specified bit coincides with the Condition, then the

symbol screen specification buffer’s saved data and the symbol of the same number is called upon

the standard screen.

The indicated symbol can be enlarged from 1 to 8.

The indicated symbol’s color can be specified by option and its Attribute can be by Toggle or Blink.

Establishment Category

�Tag Specification

The first letter automatically begins with the letter “S” with a maximum of four letters or numbers.

�Enlargement Establishment

PMU-200/300/600 Series Establishment Instructions

Decide the width and length of the indicated symbol to be enlarged.
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Each can be enlarged up to eight times.

If the symbol’s number is over 900 then the image symbol becomes recognized, and the enlargement

method does not apply, so be careful.

�Color Specification [Only applicable for PMU-300/600 Series]

It establishes the background and foreground color of the symbol to be indicated.

The actual created symbol is white and black, which the foreground color is white and the background

color is black.

Here, the established foreground color and background color is to change the established foreground

color and background color when calling up the symbol onto the standard screen.

�Attribute

It is to change the Attribute of the called up symbol.

There are five types in the PMU-200 Series.

   Normal, Blink, Toggle, Reverse, and Reverse Blink

There are three types in the PMU-300/600 Series.

    Normal, Blink, and Toggle

��Normal

It is when the indicated symbol has no Attribute.

PMU-200 Indication Method

It is indicated by a black background and white lines and dots.

PMU-300/600 Indication Method

When indicated, the color of the established foreground and background are different..

��Blink

It is when the indicated symbol has a blinking Attribute.

PMU-200 Indication Method
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Blinking is when the symbols foreground color of white and background color of black interchanges.

PMU-300/600 Indication Method

Blinking is when the symbols foreground color of white and background color of black interchanges.

        Foreground Color                  Background Color

��Toggle

It is when the indicated symbol has a toggle Attribute.

PMU-200 Indication Method

PMU-300/600 Indication Method

Toggle is when the symbol’s foreground color and background color interchanges.

                    Foreground Color                     Background Color
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Reverse (PMU-200 Indication Method)

It is when the called up symbol is reversed from normal.  Thus, from the foreground color of white

with the background color of black, the foreground color becomes black and the background color

becomes white.

Reverse Blink (PMU-200 Indication Method)

It is the function where the indicated symbol has the character of reverse, but also blinks.

Thus, the white background and black symbol appears and disappears.

How to Use

It is the method to call up the Symbol Tag.

Here you may use the Direct Method or the Indirect Method.

Direct (Symbol Number Establishment)

When the specified buffer’s specified bit coincides, then the symbol corresponding to the established

symbol’s specification number will be indicated on the standard screen.

The called up symbol screen will disappear when the Condition is canceled.

You must establish the symbol specification number between 1 and 999.

According to the Direct Method, when the symbol is called up, XOR will appear on the symbol screen.
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PMU-200 Indication Screen

PMU-300/600 Indication Screen

Indirect (Code Specification Buffer Establishment)

The symbol will be indicated when the symbol specification buffer’s number is specified.

When the symbol specification buffer’s data is changed, then the changed data’s number’s symbol will

be indicated on screen.

According to the Indirect Method, when the symbol gets called up, the standard screen will be over

written.

(The symbol called up on screen may be changed, but will not disappear)
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PMU-200 Indication Screen

PMU-300/600 Indication Screen

Direct Method of Establishment

�Buffer

It is the buffer to be used for the symbol’s Condition.

�Bit

It is the bit to be used within the symbol’s Condition of the specification buffer.

This bit is called by the ON, OFF actions.

�Condition
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It is to decide when to call the symbol when the specified bit’s specified bit is in what state.

There are two methods of Conditions.

��0�1:

When the specified bit is changed to 1 from 0 then the symbol gets called upon.

When the specified bit is changed back to 0 then the symbol disappears from screen.

��0�1

When the specified bit is changed to 0 from 1 then the symbol gets called upon.

When the specified bit is changed back to 1 then the symbol disappears from screen.

Symbol Specification Number

It is to specify the symbol number according to the Direct Method of condition option.

Indirect Method of Establishment

�Symbol Specification Buffer

It is establishing the buffer number which is the indicated symbol number’s buffer, when the Indirect

Method is used.

Every time this buffer’s data is changed the symbol shown on screen also changes.
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9-7. B TAG (Block Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X O O

Applied to:  PMU-300/600 Series

��According to the condition option’s specified bit the specified territory will not operate.

PMU-300/600 main frame touch panel operates the touch Run by 20�20.  Therefore, the

registration of the block tag should be done by both width, length of the double number of 20.

The block tag can be registered at the standard screen, but only one screen per block tag can be

entered.

��Block Tag,

By establishing the territory, according to the specified bit the condition option will generate, then

within that territory the touch key will not operate.

There are two condition options for the specified bit.

��0�1:  When the specified bit is changed to “1” from “0” the specified territory’s touch key will not

operate.

��1�0:  When the specified bit is changed to “0” from “1” the specified territory’s touch key will not

operate. You may only register one Block Tag.
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Establishment Category

�Tag Specification

Name

The head of the tag name will automatically begin with the letter B, with a maximum of four letters or

numbers.

�Buffer

It is the system buffer in which the block tag’s condition option is established.

�Bit

It is the bit to be compared with the condition option.

�Condition

It is to establish the specified bit when it is in a condition which the block tag effected.

��0 �1

When the specified bit is changed to “1” from “0” then the specified territory’s touch key will not

operate.

��0�1

When the specified bit is changed to “0” from “1” then the specified territory’s touch key will not

operate.

�Territory Specification

It is to specify the block tag of which a territory is established.

The point in which you first register the tag is the starting point and after you have established the

category of the block tag, the established square is the territory in which the block tag has established.
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9-8. D TAG (Delay Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

��When the specified buffer’s specified bit is condition option then the value is used for the specified

buffer or bit, after a certain delay time has past.

��Delay Tag

After the condition has began, and before the actual Run begins the delay time can be specified by

500ms.

According to the specified bit there are two methods of condition options.

0�1, and 1�0.

After establishing the delay time, manufacturing targets are Word Manipulation and Bit Manipulation.

   Bit Manipulation:  It turns ON the specified bit.

   Word Manipulation:  It writes in the value for the saved buffer.

When the manufacturing method is Word Manipulation, there are two ways to write in the value.

   Direct Method:  It writes in the specified value into the saved buffer.

   Indirect Method:  It writes in the established buffer’s data into the saved buffer.

Establishment Category

�Tag Establishment

Name:

The head of the tag name will automatically begin with the letter “D” with a maximum of four letters or

numbers.

Buffer:

It is the buffer to be used as the Condition specified bit.

Bit:

It is the bit to be used for the Condition option.

When this bit coincides with the Condition, from that point till the delay time the saved bit or saved

buffer will be manufactured.
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�Condition

It is the option for the delay tag to operate.:

0�1

When the specified bit of buffer is changed from “0” to “1” then the amount of established delay time

and after the delay the buffer is manufactured or the bit is manufactured.:

0�1

When the specified bit of buffer is changed from “1” to “0” then the amount of established delay time

and after the delay the buffer is manufactured or the bit is manufactured.:

After the Condition has been met, and before the delay time has past, when the Condition is canceled

then the delay tag will not operate.

For example:  Let us look at an example where the Condition is 0�1 and the delay time is 10�

500ms (5 seconds).

When the specified bit is changed to 1 from 0, and three seconds later [3 seconds < 5 seconds (=

delay time)] and when the specified bit is back to 0 then the delay tag will not operate.

PMU-200 Delay Tag Screen
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PMU-300 Delay Tag Screen

PMU-600 Delay Tag Screen

�Delay Time

Delay time is after the manufacturing option has been developed the Bit Manipulation or the Word

Manipulation method will be established.

The time unit is 500ms and can be established up to 65535�500ms (32767.5 seconds).

�Function

The Function option is after the delay time the object to be manufactured will be established.

Here there is the Bit Manipulation Method and the Word Manipulation Method.

Bit

A Bit Manipulation Method is after the delay time the saved buffer’s saved bit is set to “1” for it to be

manufactured.

�Buffer Specification
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Buffer

The saved bit to be manufactured has the buffer.

Word

When the method of establishment is Word Manipulation, after the delay time the optional value is

written onto the saved buffer.

Direct Method and Indirect Method are two methods in which the saved buffer is manufactured.

�Saved Buffer

It is the number of the system buffer in which will be manufactured during the Word Manipulation

Method.

�Use Method

There is the Direct Method and the Indirect Method of specification.

Direct (Specified Data Establishment)

For the Direct Method, the Manufacturing Option must be satisfied in which after the established delay

time, the data within the established buffer number’s value can be established under the saved buffer.

Thus, you must establish the specified data when using the Direct Method.
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The established data has a limit, according to the established number time, under the Data Type.

Indirect Method (Specified Buffer Establishment)

For the Direct Method, the Manufacturing Option must be satisfied in which after the established delay

time, the data within the established buffer number can be used.

You must establish the buffer number, when using the Indirect Method.

The established data has a limit, according to the established number time, under the Data Type.

�Data Type

The Data Type are the data type saved under the specified buffer.

Decimal signed 16 bit (-32768�32767)

The specified data or buffer number is recognized as ten core and is saved under the saved buffer.

A negative number may also be entered when the Direct Method is used.

When the Indirect Method is used, it is the same as Hexa 16 bit.

Decimal unsigned 16 bit (0�65535)

The specified data or buffer number is recognized as ten core and is saved under the saved buffer.

Only a positive number can be entered when the Direct Method is used.

When the Indirect Method is used, it is the same as Hexa 16 bit.

BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

When the Direct Method is used then the specified data, when the Indirect Method is used the buffer

number’s data is recognized as a BCD value and written onto the saved buffer.

In this situation the letters A�F cannot be used in the specified data and when the buffer number

points to the data of hexadecimal the letters A�F are included, which cannot be used for the
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specified buffer.

Hexa 16 bit (0 �FFFF)

When the method is the Direct Method the entered specified data is recognized as hexadecimal and

the is used onto the saved buffer.

When the method is the Indirect Method the specified data of the buffer number will be used onto the

saved buffer.

In this situation, the result is the same as Decimal 16 bit.
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9-9. C TAG(Operation Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application 0 0 0

" If the specified bit satisfies the Condition, the Operation is entered into the specified buffer.

" Operation Tag

 - There are 2 types of criteria to operate a change in the specified bit within the specified buffer.

  0->1, 1->0

- For Operation, there are two types of specification methods depending on the non-Operational buffer and the

computable medium.

Direct Method:  The computed value is directly specified as a number in the

                       non-operational buffer.

Indirect Method:  The computed value in the non-operational buffer is the data saved in the specified

operational buffer.

- There are 8 types of operation equations: +, -, x, ÷, and, or, xor, <<, >> (bit shift)

- The operation data has the following 4 number types.

Decimal Signed 16 bit

Decimal Unsigned 16 bit

BCD 16 bit

Hexa 16 bit

Setup Item •  Tag Specification

- Name:

The tag name can be specified with a total of 5 characters, the header is automatically saved as

C and the user enters at most 4 characters (English, number).

- Buffer:

It is the buffer of the specified bit to be used for Condition.

- Bit:

It is the bit used for Condition.
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•  Condition
 It is the criteria for operation to occur.  Operation is possible when the criteria for the specified bit is met.
- There are 2 types of Condition.

0 -> 1: Operation begins when the specified bit changes from “0” to “1”.
1 -> 0: Operation begins when the specified bit changes from “1” to “0”.

•  Use Method
Select the non-operational buffer data and the computable medium.  The Direct Method and Indirect method follows.
- Direct (Select Computable Data)

In this case, the non-operational buffer and the computed value is the computable data.
The data is directly entered as a number and the value is limited to the type of data.

- Indirect Method (Select Operational Buffer)
 In this case, the non-operational buffer and computable value are the values stored in the operational buffer.  The
computable value is not selected directly, instead the buffer number that has that value is selected.
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•  Data Type

- Decimal Signed 16 bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

Data within the non-operational buffer or the computable data, and data within the operational buffer, all are recognized

as multiples of 10, and the computed result is saved in the Saved Buffer.  For the Direct Method, a negative number can

be entered for computable data.  For the Indirect method, the data within the operational buffer is recognized as

multiples of 10 with sign.

- Decimal Unsigned 16 bit (0 ~ 65535)

 Data within the non-operational buffer or the computable data, and data within the operational buffer, all are recognized

as multiples of 10, and the computed result is saved in the Saved Buffer.  For the Direct Method, a positive number can

only be entered for computable data.  For the Indirect method, the data within the operational buffer is recognized as the

same as Hexa 16 bit.

- BCD 16 bit (0~9999)

Data within the non-operational buffer or the computable data, and data within the operational buffer, all are recognized

as the value of BCD, and the computed result is saved in the Saved Buffer.  For the Direct Method, characters A ~ F

cannot be entered for computable data.  For the Indirect method, the data within the operational buffer is recognized as

multiples of 16 and if A ~ F is included operation does not occur.   If the value of the computed result is not BCD, then

operation does not occur.

- Hexa 16 bit ( 0 ~ FFFF)

Data within the non-operational buffer or the computable data, and data within the operational buffer, all are recognized

as the value of Hexa, and the computed result is used for the Saved Buffer.  For the Direct Method, a negative number

can be entered for computable data.  For the Indirect method, the operation is the same as the decimal unsigned 16 bit.
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•  Operational Equation

 - Non-operational Buffer

  It is the buffer that holds the computed data when computed.

- Operator

  The following are the types of symbols used for operation.

+: Adds the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.

-: Subtracts the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.

x: Multiplies the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.  The data results are saved over two

words.  The bottom word is stored in the Saved Buffer, and the top word is stored in the in the buffer number following

the specified saved buffer.

÷: Divides the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.  The results are saved over two words.

The value is stored in the Saved Buffer and the remainder is stored in the buffer following the Saved Buffer.

and: The logical sum of the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.

or: The logical multiple of the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.

xor: The logical sum excluding the data within the non-operational buffer and the computed data.

<<: Shifts left the data bits within the non-operational buffer to the computed data.

For example, if the data within the non-operational data is 806(1100100110) and the computed data is 201, the following

occurs.

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

>>: Shifts right the data bits within the non-operational buffer to the computed data.
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-Saved Buffer

Select the buffer number to saved the computed results. The data saved also has restrictions depending on the data type.

Especially, if the data type is BCD, and the computed results are not BCD, then the results cannot be stored in the Saved

Buffer.

For an increase, the resulted value takes up two buffers.

If the number of the Saved Buffer is selected as 200, then the resulted value’s bottom word is saved as  200 and the top

word as 201.

For a decrease, the resulted value takes up two buffers.

If the number of the Saved Buffer is selected as 200, then the resulted value is saved as 200 and the remainder as 201.
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9-10. M TAG (Message Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application 0 0 0

" This function calls the desired message from already created message file data to the screen.

" Message Tag

 - When the specified bit agrees with the display criteria, the message appears on the screen in the designated location.

Display Criteria is 0->1, 1->0.

 - There are two methods of specifying the message number to be displayed.

 Direct Method:  Directly selecting the Message number.

 Indirect Method:  Select the buffer number that holds the message number to be displayed.  The contents of the

message displayed changes with the specified buffer’s data.

  - The user can record a maximum of 999 messages in the message file.  Each message is called   upon by its

number.

    - The background and foreground color of the displayed message can be specified.

    - The Attribute and ratio of the displayed message can be specified.  Normal, Toggle, Blink are the type of

Attributes.

Selected Item •  Tag Select

- Name

The header is automatically saved as M and user specifies a maximum of 4 characters for the

tag name. (total 5 characters).

- Color

Selects the foreground(character color) and background color of the called upon message on the

screen.

- Attribute

Selects the Attribute of the called upon message.  There are 3 types of styles.

�� Normal

PMU-200 Style

Displays the message without any type of style.

The message is displayed on the screen as is, with white foreground, and black background.

PMU-300/600 Style

Displays the message without any type of style.

The message is displayed on the screen in the selected foreground and background colors.
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2) Blink

PMU-200 Series

The message content blinks.  The term “Blink” refers to the character colors of the message changing back and forth

from white to black.

PMU-300/600 Series

The contents of the message called upon blinks. The term “Blink” refers to the character colors of the message changing

back and forth from the foreground to background color.  The blinking speed can be adjusted in the System Select of the

initial Menu Selection.

3) Toggle

PMU-200 Series

The contents of the message called upon toggles.  The term “Toggle” refers to the message character color and the

background color switching back and forth.

PMU-300/600 Series

The contents of the message called upon toggles.  The term “Toggle” refers to the message foreground color and

background color switching back and forth. The toggle speed can be adjusted in the System Select of the initial Menu

Selection.

�������

������� �������

�������

������� �������
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4) Reverse

Applies only to PMU-200 Series

Displays the contents of the called upon message in black characters on a white background.

�� Reverse Blink

Applies only to PMU-200 Series

The contents of the called upon message blinks in reverse.

�� Number of Characters

Specifies the number of message characters displayed on the screen.

If the message is longer than the specified number of characters, the latter part of the message does not appear.  Thus,

specifications should match the contents of the message created by the user.

PMU-200 Series: Maximum 30 number of characters is possible for selection.

PMU-300 Series: Maximum 40 number of characters is possible for selection.

PMU-600 Series: Maximum 80 number of characters is possible for selection.

- Ratio Select

Specifies the horizontal and vertical ratio of the called upon message.

The ratio of 8 for each is the maximum possible.

�������

������� �������
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- Message Tag Use Method

�� Direct (Select Message Number)

The Direct Method is direct selection of the message number to be called upon the screen.

There are 999 message numbers possible to select.

There are fixed message numbers that can be called in accordance with the Message Tag in this method.  Thus,

depending on the display criteria, the message can be called upon and disappeared on the screen.

PMU-200 Message Tag Screen

PMU-300/600 Message Tag Screen
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2) Indirect (Select Message Specific Buffer)

The Indirect method selects the buffer that carries the message number to be displayed on the screen.

The called upon message changes depending on the buffer data in this method.

The displayed message changes in accordance with the data of the specified buffer, but does not disappear.

If it is a message number that does not have already created data in the specified buffer when a change is necessary,

then there is no change in the message.

PMU-200 Message Tag Screen

PMU-300/600 Message Tag Screen
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Direct Method Selection

•  Tag Select

- Buffer

  It is the buffer that holds the specified bit to compare with the display criteria.

- Bit

  It is the bit that compares with the display criteria.

  This operates the message tag.

•  Display condition

Selects how the message is displayed under specific bit conditions.

�� 0->1

Displays the message when the specified bit changes from “0” to “1”

When the specified bit becomes “0” again, the displayed message disappears.

�� 0<-1

Displays the message when the specified bit changes from “1” to “0”

When the specified bit becomes “1” again, the displayed message disappears.

•  Message Specific Number

Selects the message number to be displayed on the screen.

Indirect Method Selection

•  Message Specific Buffer

Selects the buffer that carries the message number to be displayed on the screen.

Whenever the data of the specified buffer changes, the displayed message on the screen changes in accordance.

If a non-existent message number is entered in the buffer, there is no change in the message displayed on the screen.
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9-11. I Tag (Precision Adjust Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X 0 0

Applies only to PMU-300/600 Series

" When the touch key is pressed, and the data is sent as AUX, the number digits of the buffer data in the specified

system are precisely adjusted.

" I Tag

 - There are two roles of the I Tag.

�� External Output using AUX

�� Precisely adjust the system buffer

- For AUX output, there is an adjustment in the bit and byte.

- To adjust the byte for AUX output, depending on the Direct Method and Indirect method, the output data is specified.

- When adjusting the precision of the system buffer, the number of digits can be increased or decreased.

- In the same manner as selecting the touch key tag, the Press and Buzzer Beep is selected.

Setup Items: •  Tag Name

The header starts with I and 4 more characters can be recorded.

•  Select Adjust

The role of I Tag can be largely divided into AUX output and system buffer adjustment.  One of

the two must be selected.

PMU-300 I Tag Screen
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PMU-600 I Tag Screen

•  Block Setup

This turns on and off the Touch operation.  If the block condition is selected and established, then the touch operation is

halted.

AUX Output

This function is selected when the data is externally output though AUX.  There are two methods of selection.

Main machine AUX Output

•  Selection

If the selection method is in bits, then the AUX output is managed in bit digits.

If the selection method is in bytes, then the AUX (8 points) is read as one byte and managed by bytes.

����

�
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•  Select Bit (Bit Selection Method)

This is selected when the selection method is in bits.  Among the 8 points of the AUX, the bit selects the point which

output is sent.

•  Operation Method Select (Byte Selection Method)

There are 2 types of methods of data output through AUX.

- Direct (Specify Output Value)

It is the method that selects the value of the data for output as a fixed value.  In this case, the selected output value is

automatically produced through AUX when touch key is entered.

The selected output value can be restricted depending on the data type.

If BCD is selected as the data type, then A~F cannot be entered.
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- Indirect (Specific Buffer Selection)

The output data is the data from the selected specified buffer.  With the touch key entered, output is sent.

•  Data Type

Selects the data type of the specified value for output.

BCD: The output value specified in the Direct Method and the buffer data selected in the Indirect method is handled

through BCD.  Therefore, the values can be used as multiples of 16 from A~F.

HEX: The output data value is handled through HEX.  In the Direct Method, the output value can be selected from 0 to

FFFF.

•  Select Color, Buzzer Beep

Selects the display conditions when the AUX output Condition, the touch key, is entered.

The Press key color appears in the area of the touch key when Show Press is selected.

The Press key color is indicated as xor in the selected area.

Buzzer Beep is selected for the buzzer to ring when the touch key of I Tag is pressed.
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System Buffer Adjust Setups:

Buffer Adjust refers to the increase or decrease of the number of digits in the buffer.

For HEX (0~FFFF), BCD (0~9999), an increase or decrease of 4 digits is possible.  For DEC(0~65535), an increase or

decrease of 5 digits is possible.

•  Select Buffer

- Buffer

It is the system buffer number that will become the buffer adjusted machine.

- Specified Number of Digits

Select the number of digits to be adjusted in the specified buffer.

If the data type is BCD or HEX, then one buffer is composed of 4 digits.

3 digits 2 digits 1 digit 0 digit

If you select 0~3 digits, the number of digits will increase or decrease accordingly.

If the data type is DEC(0~65535), then selection from 5 digits is possible.  Thus, the buffer can be adjusted in units of

10(one, ten, hundred, thousand, ten thousand).

•  Use Method

Selects whether the number of digits will increase or decrease by entering the touch key.

If increase is selected, then each time the precision adjusted touch key is pressed, the number of digits of the specified

buffer increases by one.  In the case of decrease, it decreases by one each.

•  Data Type

Selects the number type of the specified buffer’s data.

- BCD 16 bit

The specified buffer data becomes BCD 16 bit.

Thus, even with the selection of an increase or decrease, the value can not change if it is A~F.
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- HEX 16 bit

The specified buffer data becomes HEX 16 bit.

With an increase or decrease, each number of digit can change from 0 to F.

- DEC 16 bit

The specified buffer data becomes DEC 16 bit.

With an increase or decrease, 0~9 is possible for every tenth place (one, ten, hundred, thousand).

Note that the maximum value for DEC 16bit is 65535 and if an increase exceeds this value, increase is not possible.

•  Show Press, Buzzer Beep

Selects the displayed items when the system buffer precision adjusted operation criteria touch key is entered.

The Press key color appears in the area of the touch key when Show Press is selected.

The Press key color is indicated as xor in the selected area.

Buzzer Beep is selected for the buzzer to ring when the touch key of I Tag is pressed.
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9-12. J TAG (Move Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X 0 0

Applies only to PMU-300/600 Series

" Among the already created symbols, the user is able to display the desired symbol at one of the points of placement

specified in the standard screen in accordance with the specified buffer criteria.

" If the J Tag overlaps when recorded, an afterimage appears in the overlapping area.  Please avoid use when

overlapping.

" J Tag

 - The user can specify 50 places the area can be moved, and a maximum of 10 J Tags can be specified on one screen.

 - There are two methods for selecting the symbol to be displayed.

 1) Direct Method

 2) Indirect Method

 - The color and Attribute of the displayed symbol can be specified.

J Tag Setup Items

•  Tag Select

- The header is automatically selected as J and a maximum of 4 characters (English, numbers) can be used for the Tag

name (a total of 5 characters).

- Buffer

Selects the system buffer number that holds the value to be used when moving the symbol.

•  Initial Move Value

The minimum value to begin moving the symbol.

When the selected buffer value becomes move initial value, the symbol is displayed at the very first specified place on the

screen.

The displayed symbol moves in the order of the specified place each time the selected buffer value increases by one.

When the selected buffer value is less than the move initial value, then the symbol does not appear on the screen.
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•  Number of Moves

Select the number of places on the screen the J Tag will move.

A maximum of 50 places can be specified.

If the selected buffer value is greater than [move initial value] + [number of moves] than the symbol does not appear on

the screen.

Thus, the selected buffer scope for the symbol to be displayed on the screen is

Initial Move Value < Selected Buffer < Initial Move Value + Number of Moves

•  Operation Method

Selects the method of calling the Symbol Tag

There are two methods of calling the Symbol Tag.

- Direct (Select the Symbol Specified Number)

Directly selects the symbol number to be displayed on the screen in accordance with the selected buffer value.

- Indirect (Select Symbol Specified Buffer)

Selects the system buffer that hold the symbol number to be displayed.

If the symbol specified buffer value changes, the symbol according to the value is called to the screen.

Thus, when the symbol is called on screen, the appropriate specified buffer value has changed in accordance with the

coordinates.
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•  Data Type

Selects the data format of the initial move value.  For DEC 16 Bit, multiples of 10 is entered, and for HEX 16 Bit, the

value is recognized as a Hexa value.

•Select Color

Select the foreground and background color of the displayed symbol.

The originally created symbol is black and white.  The foreground is white and the background is black.

This color selection of the foreground and background changes the foreground and background color of the symbol called

on the screen.

•  Attribute

Selects the Attribute of the symbol.  There are three types of styles.

- Normal

The symbol appears in no particular Attribute.  It is displayed in the selected foreground and background colors.

- Blink

The symbol appears in a blinking Attribute.

The foreground color of the symbol switches back and forth from the selected foreground and background color.
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- Blink

The symbol appears in a blinking Attribute.

The foreground color of the symbol switches back and forth from the selected foreground and background color.

   Foreground            Background

- Toggle

The symbol appears in a toggle Attribute.

The foreground color and background color of the symbol switches back and forth.

 Foreground  Background

•  Select Place

Select the area on the screen the symbol is to be displayed.

After selection of the specified values above, use the mouse and specify the points of placement of the symbol on the

standard screen

The possible placement points must match the number of moves.
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9-13. R TAG (Territory Move Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X 0 0

Applies only to PMU-300/600 Series

" Moves the symbol either in the vertical or horizontal direction in accordance to two of the selected buffer data.
" If the R Tag overlaps when recorded, an afterimage appears in the overlapping Territory.  Please avoid use when

overlapping.
" R Tag
- The two system buffers use X coordinate and Y coordinate.

- The system buffer data using the coordinates is recognized by the selected data type.

There are two types of data

�� BCD 16 Bit: 0 ~ 9999

�� DEC 16 Bit: 0 ~ 65535

- The system buffer data is scaled according to the maximum and minimum value.

When the data value is less than the minimum value, the symbol appears in the bottom left side of the selected movement

Territory, and when it is more than the maximum value, the symbol appears in the top right area.

- There are two methods of selecting the number of the symbol to be moved.

1) Direct Method: directly selects the symbol number (symbol number is constant)

�� Indirect Method: selects the buffer number, the buffer data is recognized by the symbol number.

  The buffer data value changes with the displayed symbol.

- Select the attribute(toggle, blink, normal) and displayed color of the symbol

Select Item •  Select Tag

- Name

The header is automatically specified as R and the user can enter a maximum of 4 characters

(English, number) for the tag name (A total of 5 characters).

- X coordinate Buffer, Y coordinate Buffer

Selects two of the system buffer that holds the X coordinate and Y coordinate to move the

symbol.  If the two coordinates are less than the selected minimum value, the symbol appears

at the bottom left side of the movement area and if it is greater than the maximum value, it

appears at the top right of the area.  In addition, the buffer data is recognized by the data type

later selected.

•  Select Method
It is the method of selecting the symbol number.
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- Direct (Select Symbol Number)

Directly selects the symbol number to be displayed on the screen.

In this case, the symbol number is directly selected and this is the specified symbol number.

- Indirect Method (Select Symbol Specified Buffer)

Directly selects the symbol number that is to be displayed and moved on the screen.  It is the method of selecting the
system buffer that holds the symbol number and uses the symbol number as the system buffer data.  The system buffer
is the symbol-specified buffer.
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Select Scope (Maximum value, Minimum value)
Selects the maximum and minimum value for the coordinate buffer data to move the symbol within the specified area.

The maximum and minimum value gives a border to the X coordinate and Y coordinate buffer.  If the

X coordinate buffer data is less than the minimum value, the symbol is placed at the left end of the specified area, if more

than the maximum value, then it is placed at the right end.

If the Y coordinate buffer data is less than the minimum value, the symbol appears at the bottom of the specified area, if

more than the maximum value, then appears at the top end.

When selecting the maximum and minimum value, the data format is recognized by the specified data type.  If the

maximum value is specified as less than the minimum value, then after selection it cannot be confirmed.

- Data Type

Selects the coordinate buffer and the maximum, minimum data type.  There are three data types.

1) Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)
The coordinate buffer data is recognized by multiples of ten with a symbol.  The highest bit of the data within the buffer
is recognized as a negative 101.  For maximum and minimum values, negative numbers can be entered.

�� Decimal unsigned 16 Bit (0 ~ 65535)

The axis buffer data is recognized by multiples of ten without a symbol.

Entering negative numbers for the maximum and minimum value is not possible.  The entered data is recognized as

multiples of ten.

�� BCD 16 Bit (0 ~ 9999)

The axis buffer data is recognized by BCD.  For the maximum and minimum value, the data is recognized by BCD, thus

A~F cannot be used for selection.

- Select Color

Selects the foreground and background color for the symbol to be displayed.  The originally created symbol is white and

black.  The foreground is white and the background is black.  The selected foreground and background colors indicate

how the foreground and background will change when the symbol is called on the Standard screen.

- Attribute

Selects attribute of the symbol called upon. There are three types of attributes.

�� Normal
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The symbol is displayed with no particular style.

The color displayed is the selected foreground and background colors.

2) Blink

The symbol called upon appears in blink style.

Blink is when the foreground color of the symbol switches back and forth from the foreground color to the background

color.

Foreground Background

�� Toggle

The symbol called upon appears in toggle style.

Toggle is when the symbol’s foreground color and background color switches back and forth.

Foreground Background
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- Show when scope value is exceeded

When the X axis buffer and Y axis buffer value exceeds the maximum and minimum value, select whether the symbol will

be shown or not in the specified area.

When selected, and exceeds the maximum value, the symbol appears in the maximum value position, and if less than the

minimum value, the symbol appears in the minimum value position on the screen.

When not selected, and maximum and minimum value is exceeded, the symbol disappears from the screen.

- Movement Area

After selection of all of the above values, specify the area to move the original symbol.

The movement area is shown as a square.

When in actual operation, the square is not displayed.
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9-14.  P TAG (Pie Graph Tag)

Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X 0 0

Applies only to PMU-300/600 Series

" Reads the specified buffer data within the system, and displays it in the style of a meter graph or pie (circle, fan

shape) graph in the specified position in the standard screen.

" Pie Graph Tag

- There are two types of graphs.

 Full circle, semicircle: coloring in the circle or fan shaped graph shows the ratio of the buffer data.

- Meter Graph:  the ratio of the buffer data is shown by a needle in the circle or fan shaped graph.

- There are three data types within the buffer.

�� Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

�� Decimal unsigned 16 Bit (0 ~ 65535)

�� BCD 16 Bit (0 ~ 9999)

- Select the maximum and minimum value for the data scope displayed as a graph.

- For the pie graph, the pattern, foreground and background color can be selected.  For the meter graph, the needle

color can be selected.
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Select Items:

Before selection of the pie graph tag, the circle or fan shape must be drawn.  The tag can be selected only after the

mouse is clicked within the shape.

Note) Even if the shape is colored in, please note when operated, it changes to black when started.

Note) When moving, the shape and pie graph tag must be selected as a group.  When moved separately, does not

operate normally.

Note) when making selections, take note not to record the tag to overlap with the shapes.

•  Select Tag

- Name

The header is automatically selected as P and the user enters a maximum of 4 characters (English, numbers) for the tag

name (a total of 5 characters).

- Buffer

Select the system buffer number that holds the data when drawing a graph.

The type of the buffer data is decided upon the data type.

•  Graph Type

There are 2 types of graphs.

- Pie Graph

It is a graph that colors the inside of the circle or fan shape in accordance with the data value.
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 The colored in scope value is decided upon the maximum and minimum value.

 It is possible to select the colored in direction from clockwise or counterclockwise.

 The starting angle to color in the circle can be selected.

90

Clockwise

180   0

       Counterclockwise

        180

- Meter Graph

It is the graph that displays the specified buffer data using a needle in the circle or fan shape.

The scope value is decided upon the maximum and minimum value.

The direction of the needle can be selected between clockwise and counterclockwise, and in the case of a circle, the

starting angle of the needle can be selected.
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•  Range Setup (Maximum value, Minimum value)

Select the specified buffer data scope for the displayed graph.

From the point the specified buffer value is more than the maximum value, the coloring in of the pie graph begins, and for

the meter graph, the needle begins to move.

The maximum value is the specified buffer limit for the displayed graph.

For example, let’s look at a semicircle pie graph with the display direction as clockwise (Maximum value is 100 and the

minimum value is 50)

Drawing (a) is when buffer data is less than 50

��� is when data is 75.

��� is when more than 100

•  Direction

- Clockwise, Counterclockwise
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It is the display direction when the specified buffer value increases.

- Basic Angle

Can be selected when the pie graph is specified in the circle.

For a pie graph, it is the starting angle to color in the circle, and for the meter graph, it is the starting angle of the needle in

the case of the buffer value is less than the minimum value.

•  Data Type

There are 3 data types.

This selection determines the specified buffer value’s maximum and minimum value data type.

- Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

The buffer data is recognized as multiples of ten with a symbol.

For the maximum and minimum value, the entered data is recognized by BCD, and A~F cannot be used for selection.

•  Color Select

- Foreground, Background, Pattern

It is the item selected for pie graph.

The pattern is selected for the colored area of the pie graph.

There are 8 different pattern types.

The foreground and background color are the colors for the pattern.

- Needle Color

For the meter graph, the color of the meter that displays the quantity on the meter graph is selected.

The selected needle color is displayed in XOR in the circle or fan shape.

(Please note that when the shape is already colored in, the needle color may appear different from the selected needle

color.)

- Border Color

Displays the border color of the current circle or fan shape.
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9-15. E Tag (Statistic graph Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X 0 0

Applies only to PMU-300/600 Series

" The ratio of the largest 8 continuous data of the system buffer to the sum of the total data from the specified area of

the standard screen calculated as 100% is shown as a graph.

" Statistical graph

- There are two forms of the statistical graph: circle or bar

" The data quantity to be displayed has a maximum of 8.

" For the bar statistical graph, the displayed direction can be either vertical or horizontal.

" The sampling time can be selected in 500 ms units.

Select Items Before selection of the statistical graph tag, a square or circle must be drawn prior.  If the tag is

selected in more than 2 shapes, the circle or square drawn first is selected.

To enter the tag, click the mouse in the shape for selection.

Note) To move, the shape and pie graph tag must be selected as a group.  When moved

separately, will not operate normally.

•  Tag Specification

- Name

The header is automatically selected as E, and the user selects a maximum of 4 characters

(English, numbers) for the tag name (a total of 5 characters).

- Buffer

The statistical graph shows the continuous buffer data.

Selects the very first buffer number from the continuous buffers.
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•  Select Graph

- Sampling Time

Selects the cycle/period to re-draw the graph dependent upon the internal buffer value.

The unit used is 500 ms.

- No. of Graph

Defines the number of data to be displayed in the statistical graph.

One statistical graph displays a maximum of 8 continuous buffer data.

Therefore, the number of graphs can be selected from 2 to 8.

•  Select Pattern

Selects the area to be colored to distinguish the statistical graph data.

The number of colors selected must equal the selected number of graphs.

The number before the selected color is the order of the buffer that holds the data to be displayed as a graph.

If the value of the specified buffer is 200, then the color of buffer No. 200 is the No. 1 item, and the color for buffer No. 201

is No. 2 item.

PMU-300 Statistical graph Display Screen
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PMU-600 Statistical graph Display Screen

•  Display Direction

Selects the display direction only when it is a bar statistical graph.

Horizontal direction displays the data change in the horizontal direction.  The vertical direction displays the data

changing in the vertical direction.

Note:

For horizontal direction, the graph starts displaying from the left in the order of the buffer value.  For vertical direction,

the graph is displayed from the bottom in the order of the buffer.

For the vertical direction, if the specified buffer is 400, the bottom area of the graph is 400, and the area above is drawn in

the order of the buffer.

•  Color

The border color is the line color of the shape(circle, square) to be displayed as a graph.

Please note, if the color of the statistical graph within the shape is selected as the same color as the border color, then

when re-drawn, the prior graph will not erase completely.
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9-16. G TAG (Level Graph Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application O O O

Because the operation method of the G Tag is different, the standard for PMU-200 Series G Tag and the standard for

PMU-300/500/600 Series G Tag is explained separately.

PMU-200 Series G-Tag Standard

" The system buffer data is read and displayed as a bar graph in the specified position on the screen.

" Level Graph Tag

- The progress direction of the bar graph is 4 directions, up, down, left and right.

- By selecting the maximum and minimum value, the entered data scope can be restricted.

Select Item •  Select Tag

- Name

The header is automatically selected as G and the user defines a maximum of 4 characters

(English, numbers) for the tag name (a total of 5 characters)

- Buffer

Selects the system buffer number that holds the data to be displayed in the graph
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•  Select Scope (Maximum value, Minimum value)
When the specified buffer data is displayed, 0% of the graph applies to the minimum value, and 100% applies to the
maximum value.
The data type determines the data type of the selected maximum and minimum value.
If the specified buffer data of the bar graph exceeds the maximum value, the bar graph is displayed in blinking form.

•  Data Type

Selects the specified buffer data type to be used when drawing the graph.

The data type selected restricts the data type of the selected maximum and minimum value along with the buffer data.

- Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

The buffer data is recognized as multiples of 10 with a symbol.

The highest bit of the buffer data is recognized as 101 negative number

Entering negative number for maximum and minimum value is possible.

- Decimal unsigned 16 Bit (0 ~ 65535)

The buffer data is recognized as multiples of ten with no symbol.

Entering negative number for maximum and minimum value is not possible, and the entered data is recognized as

multiples of ten.

- BCD 16 Bit (0 ~ 9999)

The buffer data is recognized as BCD.

For the maximum and minimum value, the entered data is recognized as BCD, thus A~F cannot be used for selection.

•  Display Direction

Selects the direction to color the graph when data increases.

There are 4 display directions, up, down, left and right.

•  Select Graph Area

For the bar graph, after selection of the above values, select the area to display the graph.

Select the area with a square.

If the specified buffer data is the maximum value, the selected area is fully colored in.
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PMU-300/600 Series G-Tag Standard

" By reading the system buffer data, the graph in the form of bar or closed line appears in the specified position on

screen.

" Level Graph Tag

- There are two types, bar graph and closed line graph

- The graph progress direction has 4 directions, up, down, left and right.

- Select the maximum and minimum value and restrict the entered data scope.

- Select the pattern to be colored in the graph among the 8 pattern types.

Select Item •  Select Tag
- Name

The header is automatically selected as G and the user defines a maximum of 4 characters

(English, numbers) for the tag name (a total of 5 characters).

- Buffer

Selects the system buffer number that carries the data to be displayed as a graph.
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•  Select Scope (Maximum value, Minimum value)
When the specified buffer data is displayed, 0% of the graph applies to the minimum value, and 100% applies to the
maximum value.
The data type determines the data type of the selected maximum and minimum value.

•  Data Type

Selects the specified buffer data type to be used when drawing the graph.

The data type selected restricts the data type of the selected maximum and minimum value along with the buffer data.

- Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

The buffer data is recognized as multiples of 10 with a symbol.

The highest bit of the buffer data is recognized as 101 negative number

Entering negative number for maximum and minimum value is possible.

- Decimal unsigned 16 Bit (0 ~ 65535)

The buffer data is recognized as multiples of ten with no symbol.

Entering negative number for maximum and minimum value is not possible, and the entered data is recognized as

multiples of ten.

- BCD 16 Bit (0 ~ 9999)

The buffer data is recognized as BCD.

For the maximum and minimum value, the entered data is recognized as BCD, thus A~F cannot be used for selection.

•  Graph Type
There are 2 types of graph that can be drawn from the Graph Tag.

•  Bar Graph
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It colors in the specified area of the graph dependent upon the specified buffer data

If the specified buffer value is more than the maximum value, the full square is colored in and blinking form.

There are 4 types of directions (up, down, left and right) to color in the drawing.

     Left, Right   Up Down

•  Closed Line Graph

It colors in the already drawn closed line figure dependent upon the specified buffer data.

Select the standard line to color the closed line graph by a straight line.

Likewise, there are 4 directions to color in the drawing.

The shape to be colored in does not have to be a closed line.

Like the picture, if the area to be colored is closed in, then the graph can be drawn.

When drawing a closed line graph, the straight line to be used as the basis for coloring in the graph must be within the

closed line.

         Standard Coloring Line

       Wrong Selection      Right Selection
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•  Display Direction

Selects the direction to color when the data increases in the graph.

There are 4 directions up, down, left and right.

•  Pattern

Selects the pattern to color in the area.

This selection is only possible for bar graphs.

For closed line graphs, a pattern cannot be selected (only one color is possible)

•  Select Color (Foreground, Background)

For the bar graph, select the foreground and background color of the pattern.

For the closed line graph, a pattern selection is impossible, select only a foreground color.

•  Select Graph Area and Standard Coloring Line

For the bar graph, after selection of the above values, select the area to display the graph.

Select the area with a square.

If the specified buffer data equals the maximum value, then the selected area is fully colored in.

For the closed line graph, after selection, one straight line must be selected.

This straight line is drawn either in the horizontal or vertical direction.

If the display direction is selected as up and down, than it is only drawn vertically.  If the display direction is selected as

left and right, it is drawn horizontally.

Using the straight line as standard, the inside of the closed line is colored in dependent upon the specified buffer data.

Select Coloring Line

50% 100%
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9-17. K Tag (Key Tag)
   Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X O O

PMU-300 Series

" Create a touch key such as a number value key on the subscreen to enter data and to be used with the key display

tag.  On the standard screen, it is used as an entering key.

 It can be used by calling the subscreen from the standard screen, or called from the window tag.

 Note) Even if the key tag is not recorded in the subscreen, external numbers can be entered as a key value by using the

Enter button (Use Ten Key Mode to enter)

 With one key display tag in the subscreen and recording the Ten Key Enter Key Tag, data can be entered by external

numbers and Enter button.

PMU-600 Series

" Create a touch key such as a number value key for data enter use after subscreen No. 900 and use it with key

display tag for key enter use in the standard screen.

" Key Tag

- Created after subscreen No. 900 and called upon in the standard screen.

- There are 20 types to be defined as key tags, such as Numbers 0~F, symbol -, Enter, Back Space, Clear, etc.

- The entered value dependent upon the key tag is saved in the specified buffer.
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Select Items •   Select Tag

- Name

The header is automatically selected as K and the user defines a maximum of 4 characters

(English, numbers) for the tag name (a total of 5 characters).

- Buffer

The specified buffer is the buffer that the value from the Enter key is saved in.

The selection of the specified buffer is only possible when the key type is Enter.

For other types, items are limited for selection.

•  Select Key Type

There are 21 types of key tags (PMU-300)

There are 21 types of key tags (PMU-600)

Select on type from 0 ~ F(multiples of 16), - (negative symbol), enter, back space, clear, etc.

When used with the key display tag and the key tag in the key display area is pressed, a

character is displayed dependent upon that type.

Back space erases the entered number one character at a time.  Clear erases all of the entered
numbers.

Enter must be selected with the specified buffer.  When Enter is entered, the entered number
value (value displayed on the key display tag) dependent upon the key tag in the specified buffer
is saved in the specified buffer.

Select the specified buffer with the Ten Key Enter.  This key saves the entered number value

(value displayed in the key display tag) in the specified buffer when the external Enter is pressed.

(PMU-300)

PMU-300 Series
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PMU-600 Series

•  Operation Method (In the case of Enter Key)

When the key type is Enter, select the buffer that the entered value dependent upon the key tag is saved.

There are 2 methods for selecting the specified buffer.

The Direct method directly selects the Direct specified buffer number.  The Indirect method selects the buffer number

that carries the specified buffer number.

When using the Indirect method, use one Enter key and send a number of buffer values.

•  Show Press Display, Press Color, Beep Buzzer

The key tag is operated by a touch key.

The type must be selected similar to the touch key.

Show Press selects whether the pressed color is displayed when the selected touch key is pressed dependent upon the

key tag.  The color is selected by the pressed color.

Beep Buzzer selects whether the buzzer will ring when the touch key has been pressed.
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9-18. V TAG (Key Display Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application 0 0 0

Because the operation method of the V Tag is different, the standard for PMU-200 Series V Tag and the standard for

PMU-300/500/600 Series V Tag is explained separately.

PMU-200 Series V-Tag Standard

" It displays the entered value dependent upon the key tag on the screen.  Create after the subscreen No. 900 and

use by calling to the standard screen.

" Key Display Tag

- When the key display tag recorded in the subscreen is called to the standard screen, the main machine function key is

used for the ten key.

- Key display tag selects the data type entered in the specified buffer dependent upon the Enter of the Ten Key.

Data Type
“Dec Symbol, unsigned 16 Bit, DEC Symbol, unsigned 32 Bit,
BCD 16 Bit, BCD 32 Bit, Hex 16 Bit, Hex 32 Bit”
This selection also effects the specified buffer data displayed on the screen.

- Selects the number of digits and decimals displayed number value.
- Selection of the style and ratio of the key display is possible.

Select Item The key display tag records the Ten Key.

The key display tag is recorded only after subscreen 900.

If the key display tag recorded in the subscreen is called to the standard screen, the main

machine function key takes on the below role of the Ten Key.

To use the Ten key, the menu key must be used.

- Function Key Menu

The main machine has the function in the menu selection to move to the previous menu.  When

operated, this key selects whether the bottom function keys F1 ~ F10 Ten key will be used or the

general function keys will be used.

If this key is pressed and the top T/F LED turns on, the bottom function keys serve as the Ten

Key, and if the menu key is pressed once more and the T/F LED turns off, the function key

serves as the defined function.

- Shift Function Key

Used when the bottom F1~F10 used as Ten Key.
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When this key is pressed and the bottom function key is pressed, it becomes role of  the following ten keys.

Function Key General (Ten Key Mode)         Pressed with the Shift

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

1                               A (HEXA)
2                               B (HEXA)
3                               C (HEXA)
4                               D (HEXA)
5                               E (HEXA)
6                               F (HEXA)
7
8                         - (Enter a negative number)
9                         CLEAR (key display tag content)
0

- Function Key �

Runs the Backspace function

- Function Key �

During operation, in the Ten Key Mode,  runs as the function key.

- Function Key Enter

When this key is pressed, the data displayed in the key display is used as the specified buffer.

•  Tag Name

The header starts with V, and 4 more characters are recorded.

•  Data Type

Selects the data type of the entered value displayed on the screen according to the key tag.

This also restricts the data type saved by the Enter of the key tag.

-Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten, thus multiples of 16 from A~F cannot be used.

The maximum number of total digits is 5 digits.

Using key tag  -,  a negative number value can be entered.
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- Unsigned Decimal 16 Bit (0~65535)
The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten.
In this case, from A~F multiples of 16 cannot be entered.
The maximum number of digits is 5 digits, and negative numbers cannot be entered.
- Decimal signed 16 Bit (-2147483648 ~ 214783647)

The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten.

The displayed number value by key tag is the multiple of ten value.

From A~F multiples of 16 cannot be entered.

The maximum number of digits is 10 digits

Using the key tag -, negative numbers can be entered.

- DEC Non-symbol 32 Bit (0~4284867285)

The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten.

The displayed number value by key tag is the multiple of ten values.

From A~F multiples of 16 cannot be entered.

The maximum number of digits is 10 digits

- BCD 16 Bit (0~9999)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as BCD.

The displayed value is also BCD

The entered value by key tag is the value entered in each nibble

The maximum number of digits is 4 digits.  Negative numbers cannot be entered.

- BCD 32 Bit (0 ~ 99999999)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as BCD.

The displayed value is also BCD

The entered value by key tag is the value entered in each nibble

The maximum number of digits is 8 digits.  Negative numbers cannot be entered.

- HEX 16 Bit (0 ~ FFFF)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as HEX.

The displayed value is also HEX.

Negative numbers cannot be entered.  One nibble takes up one digit.

The maximum number of digits is 4 digits.

- HEX 32 bit (0 ~ FFFFFFFF)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as HEX.

The displayed value is also HEX.

Negative numbers cannot be entered.  One nibble takes up one digit.

The maximum number of digits is 8 digits

•  Displayed Digits
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- Total Number

Defines the total number of displayed digits of the displayed data.

It restricts the maximum number of digits that can be selected according to the data type.

Please refer to the data type description for the maximum total number of digits.

- Number of Decimal places

Selects the displayed number of decimal places from the total number of digits.

The maximum number of decimal places must be at least one less than the selected total number of digits.

•  Select Ratio

Selects the horizontal and vertical ratio to display the numbers on the screen by key tag.

The maximum is a ratio of 8 for each.

•  Style

It is the character style of the key display tag on the screen.

- Normal

No particular style is displayed (Characters: white, Background: black)

- Blink

The displayed data characters change from white to black at a given time interval.
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- Toggle

The displayed data character and background color switches back and forth from white to black.

- Reverse

The reverse of the normal displayed character color is displayed. (Character: black, Background: white)

- Reverse Blink

The reversed situation of blink

      Normal  Reverse

          Toggle

          Blink

            Reverse Blink

•  Select the Save Buffer

It is the buffer that the value displayed in the key display tag is saved when the enter key is pressed.

There is the Direct and indirect method to select the save buffer.

- Direct Method directly selects the save buffer number.

- Indirect Method indirectly selects the buffer that holds the save buffer number.

� �

�

�

�

�

�

� �
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PMU-300/600 Series V-Tag Standard

" It displays the entered value dependent upon the key tag on the screen.  Create after the subscreen No. 900 and

use by calling to the standard screen.

" Key Display Tag

- Key display tag selects the data type entered in the specified buffer dependent upon the Enter of the Ten Key.

As for Data Type, there is Dec Symbol, unsigned 16 Bit, DEC Symbol, unsigned 32 Bit,

BCD 16 Bit, BCD 32 Bit, Hex 16 Bit, Hex 32 Bit.

This selection also effects the specified buffer data displayed on the screen.

- Selects the number of digits and decimals displayed number value.

- Selection of the style and ratio of the key display is possible.

Select Item

•  Tag Name

The header starts with V, and 4 more characters are recorded.

•  Data Type

Selects the data type of the entered value displayed on the screen according to the key tag.

This also restricts the data type saved by the Enter of the key tag.

-Decimal signed 16 Bit (-32768 ~ 32767)

The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten, thus multiples of 16 from A~F cannot be used.

The maximum number of total digits is 5 digits.

Using key tag  -,  a negative number value can be entered.

- Unsigned Decimal 16 Bit (0~65535)

The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten.

In this case, from A~F multiples of 16 cannot be entered.

The maximum number of digits is 5 digits, and negative numbers cannot be entered.

- Signed Decimal 16 Bit (-2147483648 ~ 214783647)

The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten.

The displayed number value by key tag is the multiple of ten values. From A~F multiples of 16 cannot be entered.

The maximum number of digits is 10 digits
Using the key tag -, negative numbers can be entered.

- DEC Non-symbol 32 Bit (0~4284867285)
The entered value by the key tag is recognized as multiples of ten.
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The displayed number value by key tag is the multiple of ten values.

From A~F multiples of 16 cannot be entered.

The maximum number of digits is 10 digits

- BCD 16 Bit (0~9999)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as BCD.

The displayed value is also BCD

The entered value by key tag is the value entered in each nibble

The maximum number of digits is 4 digits.  Negative numbers cannot be entered.

- BCD 32 Bit (0 ~ 99999999)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as BCD.
The displayed value is also BCD
The entered value by key tag is the value entered in each nibble
The maximum number of digits is 8 digits.  Negative numbers cannot be entered.
- HEX 16 Bit (0 ~ FFFF)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as HEX.

The displayed value is also HEX.

Negative numbers cannot be entered.  One nibble takes up one digit.

The maximum number of digits is 4 digits.

- HEX 32 bit (0 ~ FFFFFFFF)

The entered value by key tag is recognized as HEX.

The displayed value is also HEX.
Negative numbers cannot be entered.  One nibble takes up one digit.
The maximum number of digits is 8 digits
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•  Displayed Digits

- Total Number

Defines the total number of displayed digits of the displayed data.

It restricts the maximum number of digits that can be selected according to the data type.

Please refer to the data type description for the maximum total number of digits.

- Number of Decimal places

Selects the displayed number of decimal places from the total number of digits.

The maximum number of decimal places must be at least one less than the selected total number of digits.

•  Select Ratio

Selects the horizontal and vertical ratio to display the numbers on the screen by key tag.

The maximum is a ratio of 8 for each.

•  Select Color (Foreground and Background color)

Selects the displayed color of the character (Foreground) and background of the key display tag on the screen.  The

character style selected applies to the foreground and background color.

•  Style

It is the character style of the key display tag on the screen.

Normal displays the foreground and background color as is.

Blink displays the character color change back and forth from the foreground color to the background color.
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The cycle of the character appearing and disappearing occurs.

Toggle displays the character color continuously switching back and forth from the foreground to the background color

and the background color from the background to the foreground color.

Thus, it is the style that continuously reverses the color.
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9-19. X TAG (Trend graph Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application 0 0 0

Only applicable for PMU-300/600 Series

��When there is a time change, the change of the entered value of the axis can be shown by time.  This is shown by

graph, where the X-axis represents time and the Y axis represents the axis value.

 

��For the Trend graph Tag,

 The shown graph’s data is managed by DEC code 16bit, DEC no code 16bit, BCD 16bit.

 Establish the graph’s data’s maximum value and minimum value.  Then you may limit the specified buffer’s data

value.

   For the graph’s sampling time, it can be established by 500ms unit.

   Establish the number of sampling and scroll for the X-axis and for one screen register up to 20 Trend graph graphs.

  Establish the line type and color for the lines to be drawn.

  Register up to 20 graphs for one graph territory.

Select Items

�Tag Name

The first letter of the name begins with the letter X and continuing with four letters can be registered.

�Trend graph Establishment

  Sampling Time

  According to the graph’s data value it is the time which is re-drawn.

  Thus, it is the unit in which the Trend graph changes.

  The establishment unit is in 500ms, with a maximum of 32767.5 seconds.

  Sampling Number
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  It is the number in which the Trend graph’s unit changes, for the X-axis.

  The below drawings are examples in which the Sampling Number is applied according to the specified

number.

      Sampling No. : 5 Sampling No. : 8

  According to the Sampling Number and the latter established territory, the X axis’s length’s unit is decided.

  When the Sampling Number increases the X-axis’s unit length gets smaller.

  Scroll Number

  When the Trend graph graph’s established territory arrives up to the left and right side, you may establish

the number in which the screen will scroll (move).

  Thus, you must not establish the Scroll Number as a larger number than the Sampling Number.

  After establishing the Scroll Number, click the data button.

  Then, a screen in which you may enter the data will be indicated.
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  Add

  It allows you to enter the new data information of the Trend graph Graph.

  Modify

  It allows you to correct the already entered data’s information of the Trend graph Graph.

  After clicking the line in which you wish to correct the information, push this button.

  Delete

  It allows you to delete the already entered data’s information of the Trend graph Graph.

  After clicking the line in which you wish to delete the information, push this button.

�Buffer Number

  It is to specify the system buffer in which it is to be indicated on the Trend graph Graph.
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�Data Type

  It is to decide in which type the specified system buffer’s data is to be recognized for the Trend graph

Graph.

 Signed DEC 16 bit (�32768�32767)

  The data code is within the specified buffer, which is recognized as multiples of ten.

  Thus, if the data within the specified buffer’s MSB (Maximum Senior Buffer) is one, then it is recognized as

an odd number.

  When establishing the maximum and minimum value, when entering multiples of ten, you may also enter

an odd number.

  Unsigned DEC 16 bit (0�65535)

  The data within the specified buffer is recognized as decimal values from 0 to 65535.

  When establishing the maximum and minimum value, when entering multiples of ten, you may also enter

an odd number.

  BCD 16 bit (0�9999)

  The data within the specified buffer is recognized as BCD from 0 to 9999.

  If the buffer’s data is indicated as multiples of 16, then the numbers A�F will be included

  and the graphs previous value will be identical to the level of indication.
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�Range Establishment (Maximum Value, Minimum Value)

  It is the range in which the data can be drawn onto the Trend graph Graph.

  The data form is established when the maximum value and the minimum value are established for the data

type.

  Thus, if the established data type is BCD then the value to be entered must be BCD, and if the established

data type is DEC then the value to be entered must be decimal value.

  If the specified buffer’s data is bigger than the maximum value, the line for the Trend graph Graph is drawn

in a certain place.  And if the specified buffer’s data is smaller than the minimum value, the line for the

Trend graph Graph is drawn in a certain place.

�Line Type, Color

  It is to establish the Trend graph Graph’s type and color.

  There are eight different types of line and 16 different colors.

�Graph’s Territory Establishment

  You may register up to 20 Trend graph tags for one screen.

  For example, if a graph of seven Trend graphs is registered under one territory under one tag name, you

may add 13 Trend graph graphs.

  Also, you may register up to 20 Trend graph Graphs under one graph territory.

  The method is to first enter a Trend graph graph tag then using the mouse button click the tag name,

which is indicated.

  Then the Establishing Window will appear, which you may establish.
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  The Sampling Time, Sampling Number, and Scroll Number will be identical to the values you

  have entered before.

  The newly registered Trend graph Graph tag will have the identical name of the previous registered Trend

graph Graph tag.

  Thus, one Trend graph Graph tag has many registered graphs.

  Here also, you may register up to 20 tags under one territory.
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9-20.  L TAG (Lamp Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application 0 0 0

The operation method for the Lamp Tag is different.  Therefore, the directions for the “PMU-200 Standard”and the

“PMU-300/600 Standard” are done separately.

PMU-200 Series L-TAG Standard

��According to the specified buffer’s specified bit’s condition the specified color changes by the lamp.

 

��A Lamp Tag

 For the territory surrounded by a closed line or the squared territory’s color is changed by the specified buffer’s specified

bit.

According to the established ON color and OFF color, the color will change when the specified bit is ON and OFF.

Establishing Category

The shape of the lamp can be either a circle, square, or oval which is supported from the main frame.

The operation method is when the lamp’s appearance is 0�1, when the specified buffer’s bit is 1 then the colored figure

is indicated; 1�0, when then the specified buffer’s bit is 0 the colored figure is indicated.

When the lamp’s appearance is specified as 0�1, the left side is when the specified bit is 1 and the right side

is when the specified bit is 0.
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�Tag Name

The first letter of the tag name automatically begins with the letter L, with a maximum of four letters or

numbers.

Buffer

It is to specify the buffer in which it has the bit condition in which it can turn the lamp On and Off.

Bit

It is the specified bit in which the specified buffer is used to operate the lamp.

When the specified bit is on, then the on color colors the closed territory.  When the specified bit is off,

then the off color colors the closed territory.

�Lamp Appearance

0�1

When the specified bit is 1, then the lamp indicates the specified figure (painted circle, Painted Rectangle,

painted oval).

1�0

When the specified bit is 0, then the lamp indicates the specified figure (painted circle, Painted Square,

painted oval).

�Lamp Type
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When the specified bit coincides with the lamp’s appearance condition it specifies the shape in which the

lamp should be indicated.

For the desired lamp shape there is painted circle, painted square, and painted oval.

PMU-300/600 Series L-TAG Standard

��According to the specified buffer’s specified bit’s condition the specified color changes by the lamp.

 

��A Lamp Tag is,

  For the territory surrounded by a closed line or the squared territory’s color is changed by the specified buffer’s specified

bit.

According to the established ON color and OFF color, the color will change when the specified bit is ON and OFF.

Establishing Category

For the Lamp Tag, there are two different kinds.

�Closed Line Lamp

It is the tag to color territory in which is surrounded by the closed line, with the ON color when the option is

ON and with the OFF color when the option is OFF.

In order to register the lamp tag, a closed line territory must already be drawn on screen.  And then you

must establish a lamp tag within that territory.

If you register a lamp tag in an area that is not within the territory, when coloring it will spread out to the whole

screen, so you must be careful.

When specifying the color, you should specify the ON color and OFF color differently, or else the lamp will not

operate properly.

Note:

If there is writing within the closed line, proper operation might not happen.

The closed line lamp, in the beginning operation, will only confirm the background color of OFF, when the

lamp tag is registered.  Therefore, use only one color within the closed line territory.
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�Color Square Lamp
It is the tag in which the On, OFF option will be colored within the specified square territory.
After entering the information on the lamp tag, establish the square territory for where the lamp will be
indicated.

The color square lamp which is specified within the square territory will be colored by the ON color and OFF

color.

The closed line lame has the merit of being able to register a lamp within the many optional figures.

However, if there is writing inside the territory the lamp will not turn ON or OFF properly.

Thus, if you wish to put writings or figures within the lamp it is useful to use the color square lamp.

However, you should shy away from specifying the ON color and OFF color when using the color square

lamp to color the writings or figures.

�Tag Specification
Name
The first letter of the tag name will automatically began with the letter L with a maximum of four letters or
numbers.

Buffer
It is to specify the buffer in which it has the bit condition in which it can turn the lamp On and Off.

Bit
It is the specified bit in which the specified buffer is used to operate the lamp.

When the specified bit is On, then the On color colors the closed territory.  When the specified bit is Off,

then the Off color colors the closed territory.

�Color Specification (ON Color, OFF Color)

It is to establish the color of which to color the closed line territory, according to the specified bit’s operation.

The ON color is the color in which specified bit is ON, and the OFF color is the color in which the specified bit

is OFF.
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When you color with the ON and OFF color, it also colors the background color (the area in which the lamp

tag is registered) and other colored areas (boarder territory).

For the color square lamp, when there are figures or characters within the territory, you should specify the

colors of the ON and OFF colors differently from the figures to be colored.  Or else while the ON, OFF

operation is in motion, the figures will disappear.

�Territory Correction (Painted Square Lamp example)

When the color square lamp is specified, it is to specify the territory of which the corresponding lamp

operates.

According to the Condition, the specified territory’s interior will be colored by the ON, OFF color.

�Appearance

After selecting Blink, the lamp type will always blink.
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9-21. Q TAG (String Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application 0 0 0

" Q Tag displays the ASCII character according to the specified continuing buffer data value by the operating

condition.

" String Tag

- The String is displayed according to the specified buffer’s specified bit display criteria, or displayed according to the

specified buffer’s data change.

The displayed String is the changed characters from recognizing the specified continuing buffer data as ASCII value.

- For the case of display criteria, when the specified buffer’s specified bit agrees with the display criteria, the changed

characters appears in the specific position on the screen.  For display criteria,  there are 0->1, 1->0, 0<->1.

- For the case of no display criteria, every time the specified buffer contents change the changed character contents

appears on screen.

- Selects the style and ratio of the displayed String.  There are normal, toggle, blink, reverse, reverse blink styles.
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PMU 300/600 Q Tag Screen Display

Select Items
•  Tag Name
The header is automatically selected as Q and the user defines a maximum of 4 characters (English, numbers) for the tag
name (a total of 5 characters).
•  String Starting Buffer
Selects the starting number of the buffer that changes the String.
•  Number of Strings.
Selects the number of characters of the Strings to be displayed on screen.
The maximum length of the String.
PMU-200

30 English characters (One Korea character equals two English characters) possible
PMU-300

40 English characters possible
PMU-600

80 English characters possible
One system buffer can have data with 2 English characters or one Korean character.
If the number of Strings is set for 20, it reads 10 buffer data from the String starting buffer and displays it on screen.
However, if the system buffer data prior to the specified the number of Strings is 0 or null, it displays only the data up to
that buffer as strings on the screen.

•  Operating condition

Selects the display condition of the String tag.

There is the method of displaying the Q tag according to the optional specified buffer specified bit condition, or the method

of displaying the Strings of only the changed buffer data from the String starting buffer to the number of Strings

•  No Operating Condition

Specify on the String starting buffer and the number of Strings.  When needed, the String types below are selected.
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•  Select Ratio

Selects the horizontal and vertical ratio of the displayed String on the screen.

The maximum ratio is 8 for each.

•  Style

Selects the style of the displayed String.

There are 5 types for PMU-200.

- Normal

The message is displayed in no particular style.

The message appears on screen as is with the foreground as white and the background as black.

- Blink

PMU-200 Series

The called message content blinks.

Blink switches the message character color from white to black.

PMU-300/600 Series

The called message content blinks.

Blink switches the message character color from white to black.

The toggle speed can be adjusted in the main machine’s initial selection menu’s system select.

- Toggle

PMU-200 Series

The called message content is toggled

�������
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Toggle switches the message character color back and forth from the background color.

PMU-300/600 Series

The called message content is toggled.

Toggle switches the message color back and forth from the foreground color to the background color.

The toggle speed can be adjusted in the main machine initial selection menu’ system select.

- Reverse (Applies only to PMU-200 Series)

The called message character is displayed in black on a white background.

- Reverse Blink (Applies only to PMU-200 Series)

The called message content blinks in reverse.

Operating Condition When there is an operating condition, the following operating condition must be selected.

PMU-200 Series Screen Display

������� ��������������
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PMU-300/600 Series Screen Display

•  Bit

It is the system buffer bit to be used for the operating condition.

Selects which number bit of the specified buffer is used for the operating condition.

•  Display Condition

Selects when the specified bit is displayed as a String under certain conditions.

- 0->1

When the specified bit changes from “0” to “1”, the buffer content selected for the String is displayed as a String.

The changed content of the buffer specified for the String applies to the screen when the specified bit is changed from “0”

to “1”.

- 0<-1

The String is displayed when the specified bit changes from “1” to “0”.

The changed content of the buffer specified for the String applies to the screen when the specified bit is changed from “1”

to “0”.

- 0<-> 1

When the specified bit changes from “1” to “0” or “0” to “1”, the String is displayed.
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9-22. W TAG (Window Tag)
Type PMU-200 PMU-300 PMU-600

Application X 0 0

Only applicable for PMU-300/600 Series
��It has the function in which the user beforehand writes out the support screen and it calls up the support screen onto

the standard screen.

 However, according to the Window Tag operation, if the tag is registered at the called up support screen, the tag

operation will be accomplished.

 The support tag is to call up and draw only the objects onto the support screen.

��A Window Tag

 It is the tag in which, according movement option, the registered standard screen corresponding to the support screen

(window screen) will be called upon.

Only one window tag will pop up.  Therefore, when the window tag is in operation and the window is  popped up,

other window tags will not operate.

  The tags to be registered at the support screen (window screen) are 16.

Number, Touch, Function Key, Buffer Write, Delay, Operation, Message, Precision Adjust, Pie Graph, Statistic

Graph, Level Graph, Trend graph, Lamp, Character, Key, Key Display Tag (Support, Symbol, Move, Territory Move,

Window, Block Tag are excluded)

When the support screen (window screen) is called up, first the corresponding support screen’s established territory

should be erased by black, then the object and tag registered at the support screen will be called upon.

When the window screen is called up, the next tags at the standard screen will not operate.

Support Tag, Symbol Tag, Movement Tag, Territory Movement Tag and Window Tag

Besides the standard screen’s tag, but also the tags that overlap from the corresponding territory window

screen territory.

For the block tag, when the territory overlaps, the block function disappears.

However, the Clock, which is not a tag will be indicated at the bottom of the screen and

will operate properly.

There are two kinds of Conditions.

0�1:  When the specified buffer’s specified bit is turned ON from OFF, then the support

screen will be indicated.

1�0:  When the specified buffer’s specified bit is turned OFF from ON, then the support screen will be
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indicated.

Select Items

�Tag Name

The header of the tag name will automatically began with the letter W with a maximum of four letters or

numbers.

PMU-300

PMU-600

�Buffer
It is the buffer in which the Condition will be compared with the bit.
�Bit
It is the bit to be compared with the condition.

�Condition

The Condition is when the specified buffer’s specified bit is in what condition, to call up the support screen.

There are two kinds of Conditions.
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0�1:

When the specified bit is changed from 0 to 1, the window screen will be called upon.

When the specified bit is changed back to 0 the called up window screen will disappear.

(The background picture, before the support screen was called up will reappear)

0�1:

When the specified bit is changed from 1 to 0, the window screen will be called upon.

When the specified bit is changed back to 1 the called up window screen will disappear.

(The background picture, before the window screen was called up will reappear)

�Window Screen Number

It is the number for the called up window screen (support screen).

Note:

For PMU-300/600 you may register more than one window tag, but only one window per screen will operate.

Even though while one window is in operation, and the other window tags operate, the latter operating

window tags will not operate.

Also, in this situation, even though the preceding operated window disappears the latter operating window is

already in operation.  Therefore, the window operation will not happen.  In order for the latter originated

window tag to operate, the window must re-satisfy the original option.

Thus, the window original option of 0 �1 and 1�0 when originates, is when there is no preceding window.

Warnings for registering the window screen at the support screen.

When the Trend graph is registered at the standard screen, and at this situation, for the Trend graph tag to

operate, each Trend graph tag must be registered under different names.  If the names are the same, the

window’s Trend graph will not operate properly.

When you register the Window Disappearing Option under the window screen as touch tag, you must let the

touch tag press Condition as OFF.

If the press indication is ON, even though the window disappears the press indication will leave an

afterimage.
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�When Establishing the Window as Alarm History (Applicable for PMU-600)

By specifying an alarm group, the corresponding group’s alarm history only will be seen on the window’s

(384�240) window screen.

The rest of the operation option will coincide with the other window tag functions.

Execution Method

Allow each alarm to form a group from the alarm edit, then from the window tag the alarm history window

will be established and when specifying a group the corresponding window tag will only show the alarm

history of the specified group.

If you specify the alarm group as ALL, it will show all the alarm history regardless of the group.

Also, the alarm history from the previous touch tag and function key tag’s special functions calling up will

show all the alarm history regardless of the whole screen group.


